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halts
convoy action
through Gulf
WASHINGTON (CPI) The United States ha~ tem· Support grows for
porarily suspended convoys of
U.S.·nagged Kuwaiti tankers U.S. Iran strike
and their Navy escorts
-Page 25
through the Persian Gulf until
the situation in the volatile
waterf calms down, a Pen·
tagon official said Tuesdav,
change of policy, but given the
The Pentagon offlc:ial, last iour or five days, it is not a
speaking on condition of prudent measure to have
anonymity, said "it is not a escorts under way," he said.
prudent measure to have
However,
Pentagon
escorts under way" ill the gulf spokesman Dan Howard,
until the situation in the asked about a delay in escorts,
volatile waters calms down told a Pentagon briefing,
following U.S. naval strikes on "That is simply not true."
two Iranian oil rigs Monday However, replying to another
and subsequent clashes bet- question,
Howard
ween Iranian and U.S. force
acknowledged there had been
The official said "suspension no convoys either Monday or
is a good term," when Tuesday.
referring to the escorts, adHe declined to say whether
ding, "Until things subside, there would be a convoy today
you probably won't see any or later this week on the
escorts."
"This certainly is not a See GULF, Page 5

Students face ax
if wage is boosted
By Holly J. Corrington
Staff Writer

Increasing the minimim
wage may (!ut tte number of
student WOl k positions offered
hy the University, the director
of Student Work and Financial
Assistance said.
"It is required in the bill to
raise the minimum wage that
all college work study and
other student workers will
have to be paid the new
minimum wage," Joe C~mmP.
said.
But for the same number of
student jobs to be offered if the
wage is increased, the
University would have to
receive additional funding
from the state and federal
governmen:.s.
The House of ReprtlSen·
tatives education ana labor
comm:ttet:, which was given
the task of reviewing and
amending the Fair Labor
Standards Act of 1938, has
proposed raising the minin'!lrr:

This Moming
Dukakis wins
New York primary
- PageS

Services set for
'popular' teacher
- Page11

Baseball plays
Eastern today
- Sports 28
Partly cloudy. 70..

wage from $3.35 to $5.05 over a
four year ~od.
If the bill is passed and the
University doesn't get additional funding, there would
either be a reduction in the
number of hours student
workers may work or some
student jobs would have to be
eliminated, Camille said.
He said more money was
allotted to student em·
ployment in this year's federal
budget and that the lllinois

Clear sailing
Ted Caesar, left, freshman In
and Malcolm

2 one-way routes
into city proposed
Staff Writer

Gus Bode

Gus says a rair.e isn't worth
much without a job.

Into the wind as they sail on Campus Lake
on TUHCllly afternoon.

Firm studies traffic flow
By Dana DeBeaumont

See WORK, Page 5

er~ineerlng,

Se", freshman in hiStory, lean

Limiting westbound traffic
to Main Street and eastbound
traffic to Walnut Street would
relieve Carbondale of much of
its congestion, a traffic consultant said Tuesday.
David Brammeier, vice
president of the st. Louis
consulting firm of Crawford,
Bunte and Brammeier, made a
presentation at the City
Council meeting. He said

completion of the east-west
coople with a diagonal road
from Walnut to Main streets
would ease Carbondale's
traffic by as much as 30 percent by the year 200'1.
The east-west couple is two
one-way roads that run
through Carbondale. Roote 13
is alrCiidy one way west on
Main Street and east on
Walnut Street from Lewis
Lane to University Avenue.
It would cost ahoot $1 million
to complete the couple,
Brammeier said.
The firm will submit a report
in the next 30 days to the
Illinois Department of

Transportation for review.
The fum updated a 1965
study of Carbondale's traffic
patterns in October 1987. It
said traffic could increase
between 5 and 30 percent by
200'1 and that bypasses, which
would cost ahoot $15 million,
were not worth the cost.
The consulting firm c0nducted two studies on Carbondale's traffic patterns.
The fIrSt surveyed drivers to
find GUt which roads they
traveled on when passing
through Carbondale. Motorists
were stopped and asked where
they were heading on Route 51,

s.. COUNCIL, Page 5

Local pharmacies to help Medicaid patients
By Curtis Winston
Staff Writer

Five Carbondale pharmacists will continue to fill
prescriptions for Medicaid
patients despite warnings
from the state that it is running out of money to pay
Medicaid providers.
Three other city pharmacists said they are still
filling Mt!di.caid prescriptions,
but aren't sure if they will
continue.
Pharmacist Jack Atwood, of
Atwood Drugs, would not say
whether he would continue to

serve Medicaid patients.
Department of Public Aid
officials announced the
Medicaid funding CflSlS
Monday, saying it has halted
payments to 5,800 pharmaCies,
dentists and other Medicaid
providers. The department
also will halt payments to
another 27,000 Madicaid
providers in the coming weeks.
Pharmacists in the East St.
Louis area have said they will
stop filling prescriptions for
Medicaid patients.
Mary Jane Rees, Jackson
County public aid ad-

ministrator, said no Jackson
County medical vendors bave
told her they would stop serving Medicaid patients, but
there is no law requiring them
to do so. They may notify ber
as a "matter of courtesy and
ethics, " she said.
There are 160 Medicaid
providers in Jackson County.
Medicaid providers include
pharmacists,
doctors,
hospitals, nursing homes,
dentists and ambulance services.
Under the Medicaid
program, the state pays for

services medical vendors
provide to the elderly, disabled
and low-income families with
dependent children.
Rees said the Medicaid
crisis "seems to be especially
bali this year because we aid
not get a tax increase."
The 1988 budget for public
aid was a "zero-increase"
budget from the previous year,
while the number of Medicaid
cases increased, Rees said.
Gov. James R. Thompson
has proposed a $516 million
increase for welfare :ograms
in the 1989 fiscal budget.
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to th2 United States of a brother suspected in a 1985 hijacking. In
pronouncing Hamadi, 29, guilty of kidnapping, attempted
blackmail of thc West ('""rman government and possessing
eX~ives, Judge Klaus A.l~nd defied threats made by the
ki
ppers against one hosta~e still held.
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United States criiic;;izes Arabs' deportations
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JERUSALEM (UPI) - Israel Tuesday expelled eight more
Aral;s accused of leading the Palestinian uprising, including sL'!.
men suspected of involvement in an attack on a group of Israeli
hikers that left a Jewish teenage girl and two Palestinians dead.
The deportations were condemned by the United States,
Palestinians and leftist Israelis, who predicted the move would
spark a new round of rioting.
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Nicaraguan group wants broader peace talks

Call 687-3344

MANAGUA, Nicaragua (UPD - Nicaragua's maill business
organization proposed Tuesday that talks between the government and rebels on ending the seven-year civil war be widened to
include representatives of the unarmed opposition. The proposal
. , . . came after Sandinista government and U.S.-backed Contra
negotiators concluded three days of high-level talks Monday.
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Vietnamese emigration slowed by processing

!

BANGKOK, Thailand (UPI) - Nearly 700,000 Vietnamese more than 1 percent of the population - are eligible to emigrate
from their impoverisbed bomeland to the United States, the bead
of a U.S. refugee program said Tuesday. Because of slow
processing procedures, bowever, the total number of Vietnamese actually given permission to move to the United States
cwrently stands at 1,672, with another 320 approved pending
further proof of identity, said Bruce Beardsley, head of the U.S.
Orderly Departure Program, or ODP.
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: Committee denies approval of NASA budg.e.t

715 S. University :

WASHINGTON (UPI) - A congressional committee said
Tuesday there was "no way" it could approve the space agency's

~***************

$11.5 billion fiscal 1989 budget request, but NASA Administrator

James Fletcher said choosing where to cut would be like
deciding which of his children to murder. At the start of three
days of hearings on the NASA budget proposed by President
Reagan, the House appropriations subcommit'.ee said the
agency's request was competing with other compelling needs,
such as clean lakes and aid to the homeless.
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Report: Justice nomination too public, visible

I

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Supreme Court nominees should not
be called to testify before the Senate Judiciary Committee, a new
study suggested Tuesday, warning that confirmation bearings
come dangerously close to looking like the electoral process. In a
98-page report, a special task force wrote the fundamental
problem in the confirmation process is that it is too visible and
attracts too much publicity.

Tornado strikes Florida killing 4, injuring 17
MADISON, Fla. (UPI) - A pre-dawn tornado slashed a 200yard-Wide swath througb the sleeping town of Madison in the
Florida Panhandle Tuesday, killing four people, injuring at least
17 and trapping some under the rubble of their homes.
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CHICAGO (UP!) - Nine-year-old Darlwin Carlisle, with pink
bows in ber hair and wearing ber favorite pink dress, limped a
few dozen shaky steps out of a hospital Tuesday on the road to a
new life with artificial legs. The girl, wbose frostbitten legs were
amputated below the knees in January after she was abandoned
in th attic of a bouse, held the arm of her paternal greatgrandmother as she left Larabida Children's Hospital.
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Aspirin abuse unchecked
Over-the-counter
drug use disturbs
campus officials
By Holly J. Corrington
Staff Writer

Over-the-counter drug abuse
at the University has campus
health officials worried.
"Students overuse and abuse
over-the-counter drugs without
knowing the physical consequences that are ca!.!',ed by
them," David F. Duncan,
professor of health education,
said.
In a campus study of drugs
most commonly used by
students, Duncan found the
statistics on aspirin use
frightening.
"While aspirJi is not addicting, it has apparently
become a habit with many
students," said Duncan.
The study, taken from a
random sample of about 223
students enrolled in undergraduate and graduate
classes, revealed that about 12
percent of those surveyed took
aspirin with other drugs, 6
percent used aspirin daily, 3
percent reported taking at
least 12 aspirin a day and the
same percent said they had
abdominal pain, rectal
bleeding or frequent vomiting.
"Far more people die from
aspirin abuse than heroin or
cocaine, " said Duncan. "
Duncan said that a bleeding
ulcer is the most common
cause of death resulting from
irregular consumption of
aspirin. An aspirin overd~e
upsets the acid base balance m

Fijolek said those who suffer rrost from
a/colJot pressures are freshman males who live
in campus housing. She said they are under
the illusion that drinking leads to strong
friendships, romance and financial status.
the blood, poisons it, and
causes the ulcer to bleed. he
said.

incidents involving the
breaki;lg of lTniversity rules
and regulations, which covers
confiscation of alcohol in the
dorms.
"Alcohol is the drug cf
choice on campus, " Barb
Fijolek, coordinator oi Alcohol
and Drug Education at the
Wellness Center, said. She said
that about 90 percent of
students on campus drink,
with 20 percent on their way to
serious dependency problems.

Although current studies
have advised taking one
aspirin a day to reduce the risk
of blood clots, DUncan said
aspirin can cause bleeding in

~~ul~r~:~~~e s!rs~:rt~~
tack.

In addition, Duncan said that
while a healthy pers'ln may
have to take two bottles of
aspirin to overdose, it takes a
very small dosage to cause
hemorrhaging in people with
liver disorders.
A statistic in the study tht
Duncan didn't find particularly suprising involved
students who reported
drinking and driving.

'\lthough the stati"tics are
high, Fijolek said they are
comparable to statistics
reported by other universities.
Fijolek said those who suffer
most from alcohol pressures
are freshman males who live
in campus housing. She said
they are under the illusion that
drinking leads to strong
friendships, romance and
£inancial status.

Despite public awareness
campaigns on the dangers of
drinking and driving and
police crackdowns, nearly twothirds of the respondents said
that in the past year they had
driven after drinking two or
more alcoholic drinks, Duncan
said.

"There's a strong media
expectation that renl men
drink beer," she said
Fijolek thinks the key to
responsible drinking is
moderation.
"Liquor stores are making
their money from people who
drink abusively," she said, "If
aU adults drank only the
maximum moderate amount
of alcohol per day, the liquor
industry would lose 40 percent
of its profits."

The campus police report for
1987 included 66 arrests for
driving under the inflllence of
alcohol, 71 incidents of underage alcohol consumption,
244 incidents of underage
possession of alcohol and 43

Sigler stabilizes
after 2nd transplant
By John Mohler
Staff Writer

Former graduate student
Robin Sigler of Carterville
remained in critical but
stable condition at Barnes
Hospital in St. Louis
Tuesday
after
an
emergency lung transplant,
a hospital !;pokesman said
Tuesday afternoon.
The lung replaced one
given to Sigler. 26, in
NGvember 1986. when she
received two lungs and a
heart. The transplant was
performed Sunday.
Her recent surgery is the
third of its kind performed
in the United States,
hospit:d spokesman John
Miller-said.
Miller said the new lung is
functiOning well.
"Her body will naturally
favor the new lung (over the
old one) because it is
strollger," Miller said.
Just getting tIuough the

surgery was an accomplishment, Miller said.
But "several hurtles" must
be cl~lcd on Sigler's path
to l·ecovery.
Miller said doctors are
concerned about fluid buildup in Sigler's lungs.
"Within a week most
(organ transplant) pati.mts
experience some rejection,"
Miller :said. Doctors can
controi the effects through
medication, he said.
Miller said the long-term
effects are not known
because the additional-lung
transplant surgery has
rarely been performed.
Sigler was admitted to
Barnes Hospital Friday
after
experiencing
breathing problems. She is
a former student in
biological sciences who
earned a bachelor's degree
at the University in 1984.
Her husband, Todd, is an
SIU-C Police Officer.

Burglary suspect caught
By John Mohler
StaffWriler

Three University students
chased and apprehended
another student whom they
allegedly
witnessed
burglarizing a car parked in a
lot at 600 W. Freeman St.
Tuesday morning, Carbondale
police spokesman Neal
Jacobson said.
Michael D. Carter, a
sophomore pre-major, was
arrested at 1:14 a.m. and

taken to Jackson County Jail to
await ap u.i>pearance before a
judge, police reports said.
Jacobson said Carter
allegedly burglarized and
damaged three cars.
The three students witnessed
Carter allegedly attempting to
enter a car belonging to
George P. Langan, a freshman
pre-veterinary
student.
parked at the lot.
Police said Langan's car
sustained more than $300 in
damage to a door.
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Getting Drunk

Is Funny.
Maybe in the old Charlie Chaplin
movies ... but not in real life.
Drunkenness is no funnier than
any other incapacity.
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Safety on campus
must be improved
VERY FEW THlSGS are worth dying for, and an
education is not one of them.
But, if the University's record of safety hazards in the
past decade is any indication, SIU-C just might be one
huge accident waiting to happen. .
.
A list of some of the more senous potenbal dangers
follows:
• In the late 19708, it was found that a number of transformers on campus were leaking PCBs, a suspected
carcinogen, into, among other places, Campus Lake. The
University knew of the leakage for more than two years
before the news becaiile public. Only after the news broke
were the transformers repaired or replaced. In the
meantime, people who swam i~ or ate fi~h from Campus
Lake did so WithOut the benefit of knowmg the possible
dangers involved. By withholding .the i~ormation, the
University did these people a great disservIce, whether the
level of PCBs was dangerous.
At the time, 43 transformers on campus were found to
contain PCBs, around 10 of which still are in use at SIU-C.
Money has been allocated for their replacement, but the
process of replacement. will take a ,few years, John
Meister, director of PollutIOn Control, saId.
While the majority of the transformers with PCBs
supposedly are in low-traffic areas, the potential for
severe harm to students and employees still exists. And,
while all PCB-containing transformers eventually will be
replaced, it ~'ill have taken the University more than a
decade since the potential danger was discovered.
• Morris Library recently was found to be in violation of
state fire codes because of boxes of books piled in the
corridors and near entrances and exits. The problem
apparently has been corrected, but only after a Daily
Egyptian article on April 6 pointed Jut the violation.
It would have taken little effort for the University to call
the fire department and check if the boxes violated fire
codes, but verhaps it didn't want to hear the answer.

Letters
Catholic women need leadership
This letter is in response to
Toni Intravaia's suggestions
that "women should not be
ordained as priests," and the
fact that she justifies the
Catholic Church's prohibition
against this practice by
acknowledging that women
"even" have a place in
Catholic government.
It's a shame that Ms. Intravaia must qualify this
statement with "even"
(consciousness raisin~ starts

wth language. "Miss" Intravaia).
Miss Intravaia's perception
that "women's roles are
varied" and that they "are not
finding their place in the
church" only enhances the
evident ignorance displayed
by Miss Intravaia regarding
her own role as woman and
educator.
If we as a society, were to
solely rely on women like Toni
Intravaia to lead by example

Visit to campus was very nice, fun
We want to thank everyone
for the very nice tour we had of
the University on April 12.
Debbie Perry arranged a
very nice tour and John, our
guide, was very helpful and
answered all of our questions.
The real highlight of our day
was when we got to go into a
real college class at the
Agriculture Building. We
really do appreciate the
teacher letting us come in. It
really was something special.
We enjoyed seeing the room

• In March 1987 a group of SIU-C employees in Morris
Library filed a complaint with the Illinois Department of
Labor about possible asbestos contamination in the
basement and on the first three floors of the library.
The University had tests done that determined the levels
of asbestos in the library probably are not dal.gerous, but,
through the whole affair, the University was very insensitive to the fears of its employees.
The employaes were told the results of asbestos testing
by University administrators, but were not shown the
actual studies. Getting their information second-hand on
an issue of such importance did nothing but compound
their fears. If there were nothing to fear, the employees
should not have had to file a Freedom of Information Act
request to get the results.

out at Thompson Point. It was
very nice of Chris to let us see
her room. Now we know what a
student's room looks like.
The two ladies at the
Museum gave a good tour.
Seeing the Indian Pottery that
had been put back together
was really very interesting.
The map room at the library
was good. The director had lots
of good maps to see and we
want to thL!nk him again for
letting us have the road maps.
Our two guides at the library

were very helpful and showed
us how to use the computers to
check out books.
The food at the Center was
excellent. We were very happy
to see so many friendly people
who helped us and answered
questions for us.
April 12 was a great day for
us.
Thank you for saying good
things about our behavior. Fourth Grade, Logan
Elementary School, Benton

Jesus is real: Easter Bunny is not
In response to the April 8
letter about" Jesus Freaks" :
As is understood by your
letter, "If there is a God he
would tell his people to be cool
and to make friends. "

By themselves, m.any of these potential dangers to SIU-C
students, employees and visitors are not very profound.
But, put together, the University definitely is not the safest
place in the world.
In addition, the University often has had to be told by
outsiders that it was placing its students and employees in
danger before it investigated possible dangers or did
anything about them.
University officials should make two important changes
in bow they try to ensure safety on campus. First, they
should be more open with their employees and students.
Obscuring the truth only creates fear and distrust. Second,
SIU-C's administrators should take a more active role in
checking for safety violations, instead of waiting for others
to discover dangerous situations.
The lives they save could be their own.

pen:ecuted for preach:ng ard
believing in Jesus. They were
killed for telling the "true"
gospel (Acts 5: 18-20, 25-28).
What the people in front of
the American Tap were doing
was preaching the true
meaDiag of Easter, not bunDies and candy. Jesus did
come and die for us so we could
have everlasting life and he
did rise from the dead to prove
he should be believed (John

Yes, there is a God and, if
you can excuse the Bible, it
plainly says "go then to all
people everywhere and make
disciples," (Matthew 28:19>'
That verse says to proclaim
the gospel (in a true manner) 18:37).
and to make disciples (that
Maybe everybody does
means to see people follow
Je5us).
understand the true meaning
Jesus' disciples were not the of Easter and Jesus but how
"coolest" people in the world. many believe enough to die a
In fact, they were beaten Clnd death like he did, just for

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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and to educate other women
(which she does, 10 and
behold!) within the realm of
Christian learning, perhaps I
would presently be one of the
female altar "boys" at Saint
Francis Xavier who "assists
the priests."
Instead, I have opted to
pursue a master's degree, a
choice I perceive as somewhat
more marketable. - Laura J.
Michalek, graduate student,
sport management
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believing 'Ephesians 5:6)1 Is
your meaning of "cool"
drinking a beer and discussing
the intellectuai values of
religion (Proverbs 31:6-7)?
God will judge those who
mock him. They mocked Jesus
when they nailed him to his
cross and stabbed him in the
side. Yes, God r.eally is real
and so was the blood and tears
that Jesus shed for you. He
really does love you. If you do
want to do something about
this, ask him in your beart and
read these scriptures: Juhn
11:35, Mark U:67, LlIKe 22:63,
John 6:63 - J:36 and Acts
25: 18. - Jennifer Carrell,
Carbondale
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usa to ratify election results,
discuss BAS programs, faculty
By Susan Curtis
Staff Writer

The Undergraduate Student
Organization win vote tonight
on whether to ratify the results
(if the 1988 student election.
Bill Hall and Larvester
Gaither of the Alliance Party
were elected president and
vice president. The Alliance
and Stand parties each had 13
senators elected and the
Phoenix Party had nine.
USO election conunissior;er
Damon Mathis said there were
no complaints of fraud in last
Wednesday's election and all
the parties agreed it was II fair
election.
The meeting will be held at 7
p.m. ill Ballroom B of the
Student Center.
In other business the USO
will vote on whether to:
-SuPJK'rt the Carbondale
Clean.up. The trash clean-up
project IS set for Saturday.
-Change the name of the

USC to the Undergraduate
Student
Government
Association. The name change
proposal appeared as a
referendum on the student
election ballot.Students voted
in favor of the change 1,137 to
752.

-Support the Black
American
Studies
Association's pro;losals to
restore three fun·time faculty
positions in Black American
Studies and fill them with
tenure-track personnel by
August 1988.
-Reinstate the two BAS
courses that Wei'.. eliminated
from the general education
curriculum.
-Directly link the BAS
program to the Office of the
Vice President for Academic
Affairs and provide the
program with a separate
budget.
The Black American Studies
prognur. currently operaks on

the budget of the School of
Social Work.
-Support the campus-city
mass transit system. An item
was placed on the student
election ballot asking students
if they would support a $15 per
semester fee for the system.
The proposal was approved
1,297 00506.

The transit system would be
student operated. It would be
governed by a student mass
transit board made up of USO
and
Graduate
and
Professional Student Council
representatives as voting
members. Representatives of
the University administration,
the city and the transit service
company would be advisory
members.
A proposal will be submitted
to the SIU Board of Trustees
recommending the im·
plementation of the transit
system.
-Fund 40 registered student
organizations.

Dukakis wins New York primary
NEW YORK (UP.) Massachusetts Gov. Michael
Dukakis won New York's
presidential primary handily
Tuesday and became the clear
front·runner
for
the
Democratic nomination.
Dukakis easily defeated civil
rights leader Jesse Jackson
and Sen. Albert Gore Jr. of
Tennessee following a
boisterous campaign where
Mayor Edward KOf'..h's harsh

criticism of Jackson took
center stage.
Gore, who finished a distant
third place, immediately
began assessing the future of
his campaign and sched"led a
news conference for Thursday
afternoon in Washington. "The
numbers s~k for themselves," Arlie Schardt, Gore's
press secretary, said.
With 58 percent of the
precincts reporting, Dukakis
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Grand Ave. Mall

Carbondale

had 500,898 votes or 60 per.
cent; Jackson, 206,307 votes or
25 percent; and Gore, 99,956 or
12 percent.
Vice President George Bush
easily won the Republican
primary where he was vir·
tually unopposed. He was
leading for trl delegates in New
York, boosting his projected
total to 978 in his quest for the
1,13\! needed to clinch the
nomination.

COUNCIL, from Page 1 north and south; New Illinois
Route 13, west and ea&t; Old
Illinois Route 13, west and

east; and on Giant City
Blacktop.
S!!Condly, they identified
which Carbondale roads
people used without leaving
the city. Researchers conducted door-to-door interviews
with about 10 percent of
Carbondale residents and
asked them which carbondale
roads they had traveled on the
day before.
Doug Shatto, the project
enginfv..r, said about 29 percent
of Carbondale'S traffic is
motorists passing through

town.

The consulting firm was paid
to evaluate Carbondale's traffic problems.
Claude Forest, a University
of Illinc,is professor of urban
planning, was hired by the city
to study trends Iond how
completion of the east·west
couple would affect the West
Walnut Street historic district.

$87,000

Doug Shatto, the
project engineer, said
about 29 percent of
Carbondale's traffiC is
motorists passing
through town.
Forest said traffic througlJ the
district would increase without
the couple and that the
couple's !ompletion would
remove uncertainty and
stabilize the neighborhood.
The city should nominate a
task force to create a com·
mission in charge of plans and
regulations for building and
changes within the district, he
suggested.
Completion of the coo.ple
should have no impact on land
use, he concluded.

WORK, from Page 1
Financial Aid Study Com·
mission has recommended a
litate work·study program that
would provide more funds for
student workers in the upcoming year.
'"If the minimum wage is
increased, it seems that the
federal aild state government
are looking for ways to keep
students \\ orking, .. camille
said.
In its report to the full
House, the education and labor
committee said that a gradual
increase in the minimum wage
would not have adverse effects
on the economy.
A recent study assessmg the
bill estimated that over a three
year period increasing the
minimum wage from $3.3.') to
$4.65 would increase unem-

ployment by less than 0.1
percent. The final increase of
40 cents in the fourth year will

have a similarly minute effect
on employment, the study
said.
But the committee's
minority report, which
proposes a more modest in·
crease in the minimum wage,
states that any increase will
have a drastic effect on the
economy.
An increase would not only
eliminate jobs but pass in·
creased payroll costs on to
consumers, the minority
report said.
It has been 10 years since
Congress and the President
have approved legislc:tion 1.0
increase the minimum wage.

GULF,
from Page 1
grounds that as a general
policy convoys are not
announced in advance.
The last U.S. escort
convoy was Wedneroay.
White
House
spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater,
asked
whether the United
States has temporarily
suspended escorting reflagged tankers through
the Persian Gulf, said
"there is no change in our
escort policy. Our intention is to carry it out
as we have done in the
past."
The official cited the
freshly laid mines jn the
gulf and "activities of the
last ff'W days" during
which U.S. and Iranian
foreet clashed.
Meanwhile, there was
a report from the gulf
that the Iranians for the
first time Monday fired
some of their Silkworm
anti-ship missiles; which
are made in China, Ilt
American wal"$hips. The
report said I.ive Silk·
wOrm!! had been fired.
A U.S. official said
these reports cannot be
confirmed.

~

Perfect Stranger
Sun. ADri124th

Big Twist and

The MdGw FdcMs

In the heat of battle it is
nearly impossible to
determine what type
missile is being fired, he
said. "Right "'\\If, we
don't have the in·
formation to say Silk·
worms were fired," the
official said.
Fitzwater also said
there was "n.> evidence"
Silkworm missiles were
used by Iran.
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Group addresses policy, stigma
attached to sexual harassment
By Susan Curtis
Staff Writer

Students sexually harassing
other students is common but
rarely reported, the leader of a
victim support group said.
Friends Against Sexual
Harassment recently formed
to support victims of sexual
harassment. The group was
inspire.! by discussions on
sexual harassment sponsored
last fall by the Femimst .\ction
Coalition, Cynthia Clabough,
group coordinator, said
During the discussions,
many women complained
about the sexual harassment
policy, Clabough said. so a
group decided to meet
regularly and offer help to
victims dr'.'Iilng with the
polICY
Ime ,If 'hp group', objective;;
!s
deal WI th sE'xual
han",m.en: through direCt
letting harassers
actio']
know they can'; gel a\l'ay with
thE'ir bphavior and letting
victims know thc\' are not
powerless
.

F, w students have come to
the sl..;>port group for help yet,
Cabough said. Most students
don'! bother to report sexual

"Not everyone is willing to go through the
formal procedure, and even if they do, there is
no guarantee that any action against the
harasser will be taken by the University."
-Cynthia Clabough

harassment and many don't him or her to stop. Studies
know where to go for help, she show this method works in
said.
about 70 percent of the cases,
said.
Students need to understand she
The group will send someone
what sexual harassment is and
know that they don't have to ~~an~~~o~B.a~; th::~t~~:as:e~
put up with it, Clabough said. or \'ictims who are going
International students are
a formal grievance
especially vulnerable because through
they often don't know their procedure. Clabou~h said.
rights and are afraid to report
"Not everyone IS willing to
mcidents. she ~a id.
go through the formal
"The need is oUI there for us procedure, and even if they do,
(the support group I to be there is no guarantee that any
action against the harasser
here." Clabough said.
The support group is made will be taken bv the Cniver,
up of faculty. civil service sity," she said . .
cmployees and some student
The group also plans to put
volunteers.
together a speakers panel to go
into
health classes and talk
Women need to be educated
about what the\' can tolerate about sexual harassment,
Clabough
said.
and how they can stop
harassment. Clabough said.
"Right now we're saving
She encourages victims to money to advertise because we
write a letter to the harasser would like to really get rolling
being very specific and asking by fall," she said .
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Volunteers needed to work during Regatta
By Curtis Winston
Staff Writer

Organizers of the 15th
Annual Cardboard Boat
Regatta say more volunteers are needed to help
with the event because of a
record number of entries.

More thau 90 entries had
been received as of April 12,
which is a record for that
date, according to regatta
founder Richard Archer,
assistant professor of
design.
coordina tor
Regatta

Terry Mathias said about 80
or 90 volunteers will be
needed to help with the
event, which will be held at
noon April 30 at Campus
Lake during Springtest
activities.
Volunteers will help with

registration,
timing, from the groups had
scoring and other functions committed to volunteering.
essential to the race.
For details about
Mathias said two student volunteering for the race,
organizations have said call Mathias at University
they will provide volun- Relations, 453-5306.
Race participants do not
teers, but he said he didn't
know how many people need to preregister.
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Dirty work
Dave Cox, left, and Dave Ray of Walker
Construction Co. dig a trench for the new

telephone lines being laid along Douglas
Drive Tuesday afternoon.

Van Halen
hospitalized
for infection

Can Chiropractic
Treatment Help You?

LOS ANGELES <UP!) Rock 'n' roller Eddie Van
Halen has been hospitalized
with a minor infection that be
apparently picked up on a visit
to the South Seas, a
spokeswoman said Tuesday.
The 33-year-old lead
guitarist for the heavy metal
group Van Halen checked into
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center
Sunday after experiencing a
high fever and "gettin~ sick
over the weekend,' his
publiCist, Maureen O'Connor,
said.
Van Halen apparently
contracted the infection while
vacationing in the Fiji islands
with his wife, actress Valerie
Bertinelli, who was not affected, he said.
The exact nature of the infection was not disclosed, but
Van Halen was undergoing
tests and receiving antibiotics,
o'Connor said.

Chiropractic has
been successful
in many cases
where other
health-care
methods
have failed.
No healing an has all
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Sun beams dangerous fun
Skin cancer can
be a consequence
for sunbathers
By Amy Gaubetz

Researcher: Spas
for tanning risky

Staff Writer

By Christine CHua",

With summer approaching,
many people will be trying to
get a deep, dark tan. But they
may get more than they
bargained for, a sunburn.
Sunburn may last for just a
few days, but its overall effects
can cause skin problems later
in life.
"Sunburn is a radiation
burn," Chris Labyk, coordinator of the Student Health
Assessment Center and
registered nurse, said. "It's
actually like an injury."
''There are three degrees of
burns and sunburn can be any
one of them, although usually
only the first two," Tommie
Perkins, director of nursing
for the Student Health
Program, said.
A first-degree burn consists
of red skin and is called
erythema. A second-degree
burn is erythema with blisters.
A third-degree burn causes the
skin to turn white and come
off.
"It is important to keep a
burn clean and to make sure
you are wearing a clean shirt
against it, " Perkins said. "Any
time you have a lot of
blistering, you should seek
medical care."
Cold packs, not necessarily
ice, can help relieve the pain of
sunburn, Perkins said.
Noxema and similar lotions
also can be used. Lotions
contain water and moisten the
skin.
Vaseline
and
other
petroleum jellies should not be
used.
"Vaseline is pure oil,"
Perkins said, adding that oil
seals the skin from moisture.
"Aspirin sometimes relieves
pain and cuts down the itching, .. Perkins added.
Labyk said that bathing in a
mixture of cool water and
baking soda also can relieve
the pain of sunburn.
Sunburn can cause skin
cancer and premature
wrinkling. It also worsens acne
in the summer, a nurse at the
Carbondale Clinic, said.
Skin cancer is the most
common form of cancer and
the most curable if detected
early enough, Labyk said.
Fair-skinned people are
more susceptible to skin
cancer, but they are not alone

~h~~~~h;~~~:r~):r~

children, and those who are
frequently burned are more
vulnerable.
Minor skin damage can
include skin spots and red
scaly areas that linger and

:~~ol~~r~tr~~ size,

sbape
The SlID also can dry out the
skin, which gives it a leathery,
tough look, Labyk said. Even if
oils and moisturizers are
applied, damaged skin cannot
be fixed.
The sun also can affect other

Student Writer

Commercial tanning
salons may cause serious,
long-term medical damage
to regular users, a research
project specialist said.
Mary Ann Dougherty,
research specialist for the
Office of Economic
Development, did a study in
1986 to determine why
people visit tanning salons
and the effects salons may
baveonusers.
Dougherty, who conducted the study for ber
master's thesis in health
education, said people think
a tan looks healthy, but in
reality, tanning represents
irreversible damage to the
skin.
Salons use intensified
rays that penetrate the skin
more deeply than sun rays
do. Medical professionals
are expecting long-term
damage from salon rays to
be internal.
However, spa owners say
the salon tanning process is
just as safe as tanning in the
sun.
Bonita Troutt, owner of
European Tan Spa in
Carbondale, said, "Th.'"OUgh

~U;:= :O~~ ~~~

are safer than tanning in the

sun."
In her study, Dougherty
said she found 83 percent of
the patrons she surveyed
said the tan they get from
using the tanning bed is
healthy; 72 percent said
they can get a tan without
damaging the skin.
PeopJe believe this
because the effects of salon
tanning do not hit hard until
about the age of 35 or 40,
Dougherty said.
"There is a hard-core
group out there who go to
tanning salons as often as
five times a week and lay
out in the sun too," she said.
For such people, tanning
usually becomes an 0bsession, sbe added.
.
Student patrons who were
interviewed at the salons
said that having a tan increases their sex appeal and
that the booths save them
parts of the body.
Ultraviolet light from the
sun can contribute to the
formation of cataracts and
cloudiness of the eyes, Labyk
said.
"The eyelids are sensitive.
People should be wearing good
quality sunglasses. "
She added that rays glare
into the eyes even worse when
contacts are worn.
Labyk said the best times to
layout in the sun are before 10
a.m. and after 3 p.m. The first
day, sunbathers should layout
only for 15 minutes, then

time. Tan spa owners and
workers said some students
begin tanning as early as
December and continue
through the spring.
DoUgherty saiel going to
tanning salons becomes a
social event for many. It is a
chance to interact with
others, and many patrons
go at the same time, she
said.
The tannin, industry
realizes the socUlI appeal of
the salons and encourages
owners to set up salons to
accommodate social interaction, Dougherty said.
"One salon I know of set
up an after-work happy
hour and served champ,agne
and hors d'oeuvres,' she
said.
Another appeal of using
tanning beds is the
relaxation, which is cited by
salon goers as a reason for
using tanning beds almost
as often as wanting a tan is,
Dougherty said.
Dougherty said she was
surprised by the lack of
knowledge of tan spa
owners about the beds when
she asked them questions.
She said owners did not
know much about the effects and did not issue
warnings tocustomers.
"Very often, owners
not even tell customers to
wear the goggles in the
beds, and that is very
crucial to the protection of
the eyes," Dougherty said.
Troutt, who uses a tanning bed herself, said her
customers sign a statement
of understanding about the
possible hazards of
misusing the tanning beds.
"The beds even have a
caution label about
misuse," she said.
Dougherty said she found
little information OIl tanning
beds
in
popular
publications. She said much
of what she did read was
romotional material aDd
in favor of tanning
salons.
"U you are gOing to use
tanning beds, you need to be
an active consumer,"
Dougherty said.

end

Ciased

gradually increase by five and
10 minutes daily, up to 20 and
25 minutes.
As for sunscreens, the higher

the number, the higher the
protection.
"To get the maximum
benefit, you need to apply
sunscreen an hour before you
go outdoors," Labyk said.
Perkins said that it is important to drink plenty of
water, weak fruit drinks and
decaffeinated drinks when out
in the ~.un to replenish fluids iD
::~~~t are lost because

Boy with AIDS virus returns to school
CLINTON, Tenn. (UP!) Anderson County school officials reported few protests
Tuesday from parents,
teachers or students over a boy
with the AIDS virus attending
classes with other kids at
Clinton Junior High St-.hool.
DeWayne Mowery, 12, attended Lake City Middle
School for three days last
September, but protests
prompted his parents to
voluntarily withdraw him and
Page 8, Daily Egyptian. Apri120. 1988

place him with a tutor.
Since then, Mowery bas been
the lone occupant of a bus that
carried him each day to a
small room at the Anderson
County Gifted Learning
Center, where he was iIIstructed by his teacher.
But he began attending
cbsses Monday along with
other youngsters his age, and
Clinton Junior High School
Principal Harold Heath said a
roncerted effort to educate the

staff and students at the scbool
may bave helped Mowery's
successful return to public
scbool.
Heath said the school system
bas been working on cummunity education pn..,'U':uns to
teach staff, parents and
students about the AIDS virus
and how it is and isn't spread.
He said the junior high staff
and students were looking
forward to wUi"king with
Mowery.
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'Early warning' volunteers help
students talk, work out problems
By Christine Cedusky
Student Writer

Students who are having a
hard time concentrating on
their studies can find help at
the Office of Student Affairs.
The office's Early Warning
System is designed to identify
students with academic or
nonacademic problems that
affect their success at the
University, Jean Paratore,
assistant to the vice president
for student affairs, said.
The program was initiated
during the fall 1986 semester
by the Office of Student
Development. Former Vice
President for Student Affairs
Bruce Swinburne described
the program to Paratore as a
way to identify students with
&r:~e: fa~.help them before
"We try to get students
~:~,::re ~7 drop out,"
Clues that can serve as
warnings of possible problems
include vacating hOUSing, low
grade point average, failure to
pre-register, failure to attend
classes or work, dramatic
behavior changes u:d warnings from instructors or
parents.

Paratore said she asks
faculty and staff members to
volunteer ~ facilitators to
contact students to determine

~~j~tC:Y' !oro~~~c~~

counselors but refer students
to people or departments that
can help them, Paratore said
"It is the first step in helping
these students and letting
them know someone cares,"
Paratore said.
When sbe presented the
program to the American
College Personnel Association,
Paratore said the association
was amazed to see a rrogram
like this at a college 0 SIU·C's
size. It is an attempt to help
students feel like persons
instead of numbers, Paratore
said.
As a facilitator, Paratore
said she likes to meet with
students in an informal setting.
"Once I picked up a girl
from the dorms and took her to
Shoney's for dessert and to
talk," she said.
Ka tberine
Hollister,
assistant coordinator for
recreatiooal sports, joined in
the initial Early Warning
System task force and is one of

StattWriter

Students and seniol'
citizens probably would get
more state money if they
worked together instead of
competing, said Dan
DeFcsse, a master's
student in higher education.
Speaking Tuesday after a
press conference by
Southern Illinois senior
citizen care providers, he
said that groups need to
abandon special interest
viewpoints and work
together to tell legislators
there's a problem in Illinois.
"Politicians are playing
one group against another
- one group gets what is
taken from another group,"
DeFosse said. "We need to
stop this game. Today we
see a piece and tomorrow
we'll get another piece, but
the public never sees it as a
package.
"There's a bigger picture
out there than we've been
looking at," he said. "We're
talking about a majG~ity of
people being affected."
About ~tO percent of
Illinois' population is
comprised of senior citizens
and 35 percent is students,
DeFosse said. Students
need to be educated about
senior ci~ and viseversa, hs sal.u.
DeFosse said he is
planning a student-senior
citizen rally May 2. The
groups will meet at the
Jackson County Senior
Citizens Center, 409 North
Springer St, for a meeting
and a short march.
DeFosse said he would
use tbe Undergraduate
Student Organization and
the
Graduate
and
Professional Student
Council to recruit students
for the coalition. DeFosse is
a former USO senator.
Darrell
Jobnso~1
president of the GPSC,. sa~

he would try to recruit

~=~
s~~~:~r:e::~
a tax increase for education
at the Day of Action II rally

in SpringfieJd April 13.

"I'U keep plugging
away," Johnson said. "I'll
keep trying to get students
involved. I think that senior
citizens have the same
plight as we have in
education - the state is not
giving us the services we
need. Only our underfunding isn't life
threatening ...

Southern Illinois senior

citizen care providers held
the press conference to

warn that senior citizen
services would be cut 'if
legislators don't approve a
half percent tax increase.
George Everingham,
executive director of the
EI1Vnfi ..n Area Agency

Shetland Sheepdog

.5000 OFF.
Pomeranlans on Sale
Dachshund Reduced

(,ut: ungulili t'aciiii.aWl".

"It was very scary to make
that first call, because I was
unsure how stUdents would
react," Hollister said. "Almost
all students are grateful that
someone cares. "
A study into the persistence
and academic standing of
students contacted by the
Early Warning System was
conducted and reported the
year after the program began.
The report shows that 130 of
the 187 students contacted
during the 1986 fall semester
registered for the 1987 spring
semester. Ninety were in good
standing and nine were
suspended.
Of 118 students contacted in
spring 1987, 77 ended the
semester in good standing and
only one was suspended.
Contacts were msde by
telephone, in person, by letter
orooth.
There are about 45
facilitators and one graduate
assistant, Cynthia White, to
belp coordinate the Eearly

W~

System,

Terrie,., Poodl ••

Chow Chows, West

Ador."'....., Chinchilla.
O••y 2 ayallall.e
Garden Pond Lambert
Liners and
Kay
!!tIllY
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every

~~~\:~ FISH

NET

More than just a lisll store!
Murdale

Center- 549-7811

Paratore

said. She said referrals have
increased 80 much that more
facilitators and at least two

graduate assistants
needed for the program.

are

Fulbright winne,
visits Germany

Seniors, students
coalition advocated
By Dana DeBeaumont

Pupples.1

on

AgiDI:-said if legislators
don't increase the budget
that senior services care
providers will "have to

=ec:~;;ML~' to
About 1,000 fewer meals
would be served to about 360
senior citizens if &ellior
citizen services don't get at
least $3.2 million more
funding, Everingham said.

Lara Lambert, an 1Myear-old from Carbondale,
said she didn't know bow or
where sbe would eat if sbe
didn't go to the Jackson
County Senior Citizens
Center six days a week: fill'
meals.
"I'd be awfullooesome if I
didn't come here (to the
center) for good meals and
good treatment," Lambert.
said. "I'd just sit there (at
home) and look at four
walls. I can't get up and go
shopping because I'm DOt
physically able. I ot don't
bOw what I'd do."-

Jared H. Dom, director of
International Programs and
Sen ices, is the first University
administrator to become a
Ful~right scholar.
Darn is in Germany for the
month of April attendiDg a faur
week ,seminal' for administrators in international
education.
The purpose of the seminar
is to acquaint Americans with
the cultural and political
issues related to education in
Germany. Dorn will visit
universities and government
educational
agencies
throughout Germany and
speak with educators. political
leaders and business people.

.J.
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Enjoy Y our Food
Away From The Crowd
If you're tired of fast food
burger barns.•.
then indulge yourself in our
new gourmet breakfast,
lunches, and desserts.

Now that Spring is here.••
treat yourself to lunch on our new
outside cafe deck or relax inside
and enjoy Haagen Dazs ice cream,
gourmet coffees, Dannon Froz~n
Yogurt, or any of our croissant
sandwiches,
~\\)1ed erea",
"", GOURMET
<...; ..
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Funeral services to be held for his.....,. ...··
By John Mohler
SlaffWriter

Funeral services for Donald
L. Brehm, associate professor
of history, will be held at Rago
Brothers Funeral Home in
Chicago at 2 p.m. Friday.
Brehm, a member of the
University faculty since 19i~,
died Monday afternoon at
Rush Presbytarian St. Luke's
Hospital in Chicago, where he
had been hospitalized for three
weeks.
He bad been diagnosed with
~n=.t~t four weeks before
Brehm was the president of
the Faculty Senate for the 1986school year, and he continued to serve on various
University
committees,
history professor John Simon,
a close colleague of Brehm,
fY1

said.
"The University was his
life," Simon said. "He was an
extremely popular teacher. He
was full of jokes and he loved
to entertain people."
"He was about as wellknown as any fa('1l)ty member
on campus," Howard Allen,
chairperson of the history
department, said. "Students
flocked to his courses."
Brehm has said "students
are obviously important to me
or I wouldn't spend my life
teaching them. " Something
that Simon said Brehm made
apparent.
Whether it was travelling to
Chicago, frequenting Carbondale's
bars
and
restaurants, or "holding
'seminars' in his own home,
with lavish food and

drink .... Brehm always made
(students) feel important."
Simon said.
"In the offices nobody liked
his cigar, so he would hold
court in the FaDer (Hall)
breezeway and talk to anyone
about anything." Simon said.
Brehm received the Queen
Award for Outstanding
Teacher in the History
Department in 1985.
For the presentation, faculty
members collected letters
from his former stucients and
put them in a book.
One of the letters read, "Mr.
Brehm was always good for a
p~ when the funds were low
and you were homesick as
hell."
Brehm received his Ph.D.
from St. Louis University in
1968.

'Rockford' hospitalized, to get operation
LOS ANGELES (UP!) Actor James Garner,
hospitalized a week after
appearing on the Academy
Awards show, was in good
condition Tuesday and is
undergoing
tests
in
preparation for a operation on
a blocked artery, officials said.
Garner, who turned 60
Sunday, was undergoing tests

Leading lady
of Mix movies
dies of pneulMl'lia
LOS ANGELES (UP!) Eva Novak, the one-time
leading lady of movie cowboys
Tom Mix and William S. Hart,
has died of pneumonia, a
~p!~~Cial said Tuesday.

at Cedars-Sinai Medica!
Center leading to an operation
scheduled Thursday to repair
an aneurysm, or weakening, in
the wall of the aorta, the main
artery leading from the heart,
h~pital spokesman Ron Wise
saul
Doctors will remove the
blockage in the artery in
Gamer's stomach using a

balloon procedure that will
push the blocJtage out.
Gamer, who presented the
award for best foreign
language film to Denmark's
"Babette·s Feast" at the
Academy Awards, said he had
been suffering from stomach
trouble for several days before
be appeared on the internationally televised show.

.................

Donald Br.hm "wa. alway. good for a pizza when the fund.
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Hand Over FISt.

Novak appeared in slapstick

comedies imd was a bathing
Mack

Sennett

comedies before co-starring
with Mix in more than 10
Westerns, am~ them "Sky
High" and ''Trailin'.''

Most of the Mix-Novak films
have been preserved in the
Museum of Modern Art archives in New York City.
Novak was famous in her
day for doing her own stunts
and relying on Milt'S ability to

~~~:::nlaji;illiam

Reed, an assistant director

andstuntman.

She then made three illms
with Hart. In the late 1920s, she
and Reed bought a film
company in Australia where
they made a series of movies,
mostly Westerns.
In the early 19308, Novak
returned to the United States
to play ingenues in several
pictures, including ODe of Jack
Benny's earJy films, a buoffice and critical disaster.

Puzzle answers

If)Ou kno.v )Our way around a keyboard-tYPewriter; \\OI'd processor or computerwe kna.v a way to make )Our knowledge pay off this summer.
Just register with us at Kelly Services~
\\e've got the kind d summer jobs )Ou'U love to get )Our hands <>!'.
Choose )Our o.vn assignments. \\brk as much as )OU want Or as little as
you need.
And if )OU're not a keyboard wilaId, theres still plenty d \\Om to go around.
Receptionist. Ale Clerk. Accounting Clerk. Product Demonstrator: Stock Handler.
Check the white pages for)OUr nearest Kelly office. It doesn't cost )OU a

ILL["

thing to register. And chances are we <an help )OU make the coming summer
The
months e.erything)Ou want them to be.
Richly rewarding.
~
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The silent il1m star. who
arrived in Hollywood after
World War I to joia ber sister,
Jane, who was already an
establisbed star, died Sunday
at the Motion Picture and
Television Hospital in
WoodlaDd Hills, 8 spokesman

beauty

C
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Details In Store

Coke
TENDERLEAN, FRESH
PORK BUTTS SLICED INTO

12 Packs

Pork
Steaks

All Available
Flavors

2
BURSI1NG WITII FI.AVOlt-FLORIDA

CHOICE OF COLORS

Cottonelle
Tissaes
4 roll
Pack
WITH COUPON &. $20.00 PURCHASE
SENIOR CITIZENS $10.00 PURCHASE
PRICES GOOD THRU SAT. APR. 23rd '88. RIGHT TO LIMIT. NO SALES TO DEALERS.
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1 Million Copy Sale

2~c
Bl.1Ix' , pla;n white paper

No extra charge for collating

EGYPTIAlY PHOTO &
COPIES
Hours: Mon.-Thurs. Bo.m.·7p.m.

Exp.4/30/88
Fri.-Sat. Bo,m.-5:3Op.m.
717 S. 1IIInoia
Acrose from 710 ~.tore
'29-1439
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John Stanlunas, right, director of "A Streetcar
Named Desir." goes over 'h. script during a

By Richard Nunez
Entertainment Editor

ALTHOUGH 11IE movie
may place high expectations
upon the McLeod Theater's

odUCtiOn, Staniunas is
ing that his interpretatiOll
. be an acceptable alternative.
Staniunas said he will focus
on tile psycbological and
emot'.onal aspects of the play.
"Vie want to illustrate bow
civilizatioo can clO&e in OIl
people and destroy their hopes
ilDcfcIreams," Staniunas said.
Staniunas sees
the
Kowa!skis' as two people who
bave seWed for less then they

5

on.:

~A SIreetcar fUmed Deeire
wi! b!t. pr..nad 4:30p.m.
W8CIrIe8day. 8 p,m .. Th&ndIIr
U

tIwough SaIuIday Cld 2 I).m.
$unday lit McLeod Theater In !he

CommunicationB 8uiding •.
TIcUIe: .
A".... •. at 1he . McLeod
TheiIIw tIOx oItk:e _to 4:30
p.m.weekdaya.f'or~

.cal453'3001 ..

.,~~r.;.S$~~ .
r=--~;7';":'fz~~~""
The crucial decisiOll Stella

Kowalski must make is
choosing betweea Blanche and
Stanley. This is ODe aspect
Staniunas wanta to explore.
Because of their precarious
situation, Staniunas said tbe
ebaracte1's begin to clO&e off
their feelings toward one
another.

"STANLEY CLOSES off to
Stella and Stella closes off to
Stanley," Staniunas said.
Stanley blames their problem
OIl BIancbe and lashes out at
her in an attempt to bring her
down tohis level and shake her
in
'::: from ber dream world, he said.
Staniunas and Bob May, who
lives, she shakes up the
stability and comfort they will play Stanley, do not see
have grown accustomed to in stanrey as an "animal," which
they believe Brancio's perNew Orleans.
formance made Stanley seem
BLANCHE. A fragile like, but more as a human
Southern belle, bas COMe to being tryin to preserve his
New Orleans to escape the own sense'bome and family.
"Stanley is not out to destroy
memory of her husband's
tragic death and the gossip of Blanche so much as he wants
to
get her out 01. his world,"
the small, Southern town of her
birth. Her arrival sparks Staniunas said. "Stanley is as
Stanley's anger, who resents vulnerable as anybody else."
her presence and the delicate
.., SEE HIM as a human
dream world she has created
among the chaotic en- I:leing - a sim le human being
- but a Cuman being
vironmentof New Orleans.

=:n=-~ en~

nonetheless," May said.
Brando's performance is
considered by many to be the
definitive Stanley. May,
though he has seen Brando's
performance, said be does not
leel burdened by it.

LOS ANGELES (UPI) -

A

S-10pm
-Egg Roll
-Crab Rangoon
-BBQWings
-Spare Ribs
-Fresh Vegetable
Dishes

-Fresh Salad Bar
-Seafood Wl)rba
-Jumbo Shrimp
w/peapods
-Oyster Steak
-Hawaiian Fish

-By Reservation or Walk-In20(,

S.

". think there is always an
definitely his (May's) interpretation of Stanley, ..
Staniunas said. "You have to
reach down inside ynurself and
fIgUre out wbat you want to do,
wbat you want to say. The
script itself sunives, not
BnlDdo's periormaDC8 or

"'.11

-Moo Goo Gai Pan

-Chicken Curry
-Beef & Broccoli
-MuchMore

Adu Its-s8. 95
Children .s3.95
under 10
(Comer of Willi & Walnut) 457-4510

influence somewbere, but it is

Dr. Buzz's

Advice 1'0 2'lJe

Leigh'. perfGl"JD8Jlce."

StanillD88' Juterprefatioa,
though not radically different
from other interpretatioaa, is
sli8htly differeut from mo&t.
He sees all of the dtaracten in
a different way than most
productions have portrayed
them, especially Blanche.

"A LOT OF play's interpret
her (Blanche) as not Md
unstable from the begimiin~I:~
he said. ... want the audience
to see at the betDnnin& that
Blanche is unstable•• wantA!d
to gradually wort through ber

insanity."
The play describes Blanche
as "a butterfly in the jungle"
and Staniunas said he wanta to
CODVey this idea by em-

phasizing her confusiOll amid

tbe chaos of New Orleans. To
do this, Staniunas decided it
would b 1\ best to wort with a
general door plan, instead 01.
tbe specific floor plan Williams
bad in mind.
The stage is SUl'I'OQDded by a
black wall that centralizes the
set design of the Kowalskis'

apartment, Staniunas said.
"The wall also makes Qle set
seem as if it is placed inside of
a void, wbile all around is
CODfusion," be added.

Judge denies plea to end comedian's suit
judge refused Tuesday to
dismiss a $50 million libel suit
by comedian Joan Rivers
against writer Ben Stein,
whose lawyer argued that
Rivers is libel-proof because
sbe often joked about ber
husband.
Superior Court Judge Kurt
Lewm rejected arguments by
Stein's lawyer, Martin Singer,

Wednesday Night Buffet

rehea ....1of a poker scene Monday at McLeod
Th. ..,.

Director's techniques highlighted
in 'Streetcar Named Desire'
Tbere have been many inte~&~c:n~tions of Tennesse
W"
, "A Streetcar Named
Desire," but John Staniunas
agrees the one that stands out
the most is fUm director Ella
Kazan's 1951 version.
Staniunas will direct "A
Streetcar Named Desire" for
five performances this week at
the McLeod Theater.
The movie :.tarred Marlon
Brando in the lead of Stanley
Ko..valski and earned three
A ....ademy Awards. Vivien
Leigh won as best actreu and
Karl Malden and Kim Hunter
as best suppcll'ting actors.

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
THAI CUISINE STEAKS·SEAFOOQ

that because Rivers often by the 2nd District Court of
joked about her busband wben Appeal earlier this month,
he W8l1 alive, she cannot sue a which also refused to dismiss
writer who oted her making the suit, contending readers
jokes aboutf: husband after could have taken Stein's story
his suicide last year.
about Rivers seriously.
"I don't think ber brand of
Rivers sued Stein and Conde
humor makes her libel proof,"
Lewin said. ". think the public Nast Publications, wbich
publishes
Gentlemen's
perception is that people have
Quarterly magazine, for an
private lives."
article
Stein
wrote for GQ
Lewin also noted a decision

Drug Worn
A weeJdy column an_ng
alcohol and drug questions.

-..............
. . . Dr.....

. . . . , _ , . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . frIerttI . . . . , . . . - . . . . . . . . . . ....., . .

............. ,.....,..... wHllaIcoItoIor . . . . ' ,."., - ' .. ,..",.,..

Dar ReIk:ent.
Ws !ally tough taIV..ng to anyone about personal Issues and you risk the

chance of losing a f:ierod or alienating a relative. However, by not risking that
possibiIlty you conlinue to perpetuate the myth that everything Is OKAY. True
concern f.,. otheJs sometIr._ means taking chances II it Is ultimately In their
best inteNst. Remember that ignoring the problem can also be risky·how will you
feel if they get Injwed .,.kiIIed IllS a result of their problem and your Intervention
might have helped? It Is not easy to ignOle a problem and It's Impossible to

eoIve It for them. U you need help figuring out what to say, call the 50S folks
ill the WelIn""" Center. They'U be able to help. Good luck and may the force
be with you.

. . . Dr.....

.... "-4 tIJat.....",. . II......... Toy/or.

"""'Ie

Cole. and Ell....",
,.".. _
- ' u I In _ . . ",.". oMIdlon by"..,.. "".,.,.,,,
,..".,/IIaHoB......-. Whcrt focl/lfles _ _,/able for .....,'.. ,....,.
.... _

oJdIcfeII . . . . . . or oIcoItoI and ' - SUUHsful are IIIose

......-iI

Dear Curious.

Quilting drugs .,. alcohol Is extremely hard to do without help once the
addiction process Is In place. Detoxification, the process of riddIng your system
of the substance, Is only the beginning of rehalO'!lalion. A wide range of
_
lin! available locally to help InclMduals In tIwir slruggle to again
become drug-free. Then! an! detoxification. resldentia1. out.patien!. and self·
help groups composed of other recovering men and women to support you in
your efforts. The weUness Center offers Information aboul services 01 the
university and within the community for people who are considering changing
their lives. Breaking the addiction cycle Is very difficult and the best advice is to
stop while you still have the choIce. Depending upon the substance and
person. -success" rates for treatment programs vary. The longer the substance
has been abused, the more difficult the addiction cycle Is to break.

GI
~

~

..~~

U...,..""... aqu",'onabo."alcoholor
drugs .•~"'oD< luu CIO 'hOI
W.ll11ft. c.n'", 01' coli 536·4441 Look
for yo..". ons.,.,. in Dr _Bu!",', column

S:!fA?;=~' !~~~:ce

Abuse Pr• .,en'ion Progl'an.
Pan of Your slue Studenl Heahh Progronl

.'
f

~··I·.\l:.':'
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u~~;ij!~~!!~~~~1 -SEll-BUYIncredible Progressive Coupon

11.00 off 1st CD
11.50 off 2nd CD
12.00 off 3rd CD etc•.•
Good Selection, Lots of Classical

Drawing some rays
Paul Santucci, senior In University Studies,
and Joe Rodriguez, sophomore In product

design, sketch a sunny scene In Old Main
Mall for Drawing 110.

Mixed drinks
for the ladies

Alter prep curriculum·-,task force
said the Illinois S.::hool Code able to carry out those mansuffers from an "over- dates to a greater degree than
prescription" of programs and others."
Among the panel's recoma lack of -;tate funding to r>8Y
for them.
mendations will be to simplify
"By and large those man- state laws involving schools, a
dates we require schools to ban on new legal school
carry out are provisions or holidays and to DO longer
conditions schools would be require teachings relating to
doing whether or not they were commemorative school
mandates," Maitland said. holidays be taught on tha&e
"We found that we were days. In addition, teaching of
overprescriptive and that was the metric system would be
a great prohlem. Sinl.'e we optional, Maitland said.
don't adequately fund those
mandates, some schools are

Society staff seeks

Brown said many patients
are refusing to be tested for
AIDS when they are asked to
sign a permission form as
required by a law adopted last
year.
Brown, a Schaumburg
family rractitioner, said the
proposa arose because of
problems a downstate
pediatrician had in persuading

~torBoir::!r&m~r;:b:C
Health Department, said the
medical staff recommendation
is "very harmful because the
law is designed to encourage
wider use of testing of persons
at high risk of being exposed to
the AIDS virus. This would
throw the baby out with the
bath water."

Indicted mayor found dead
HARVEY (UPI) - Dixmoor monoxide poisoDing.
Mayor Kenneth Fisher was
The mayor's body was found
found dead at his home in the in his car by his wife at about 4
southsuburbTuesday,oneday p.m., said David Miesmer,
after he was indicted by a Fisber'sattorney. Tbecarwas
federal grand jury on running in the garage.
corruption charges, officials
Meismer said Fisher left a
said.
note to his family, but the
Fisher was pronounced dead contents of the note were not
at 4:30 p.m. at Ingalls Hospital disclosed.
in Harvey, a hospital
Fisher was indicted Monday
spokeswoman said. The Cook for allegedly accepting bribes
County medical examiner's to allow a gambling !!operation
office said the cause of death to flourish in the south Chicago
apparently was carbon suburb for atIeastfive years.
Page 14, Daily Egyptian, April 20, 1988

with the G Man

flowers for the first 25 ladies
$2 ......paid
drink mlnlm\lm

GROUPS &
WORKSHOPS

parents to approve giving the
test to tiaeir children. He said
parents refused to sign consent
forms because they feared
merely taking the te.ts could
lead to their children being
outcasts.
Dr. Renslow Sherer, head (,f
the AIDS unit at Cook County
Hospital, said that if testing is
performed without adequate
counseling, it could lead to
doctors "shooting themselves
in the foot." Sherer said individuals
might
be
discouraged from going to the
doctor because they would fear
that their rights to privacy
would be vioJated.

Mix Master's Inc.

CENTER

AIDS test law repeal

How To Take
Tests Without

F.4T--TNt:!

~ :~.. .a;,,,~
.

~

I

.
..'
···Al'JUI7'··
'

CHICAGO (upl) - The
medical staff of the Illinois
State Medical Society bas
called on the fociety to work
for repeal of a state law
requiring patients' approval
before testing for AIDS.
The proposal will be considered at the group's annual
meetir,gSaturday.
Dr. Dennis Brown, the
medical society delegate
representing the medical staff,
said the doctors are concerned
because the blood test for
acquired immune deficiency
syndrome is being refused in
many cases in which it is
medically indicated.

by

W5LLNESS

I

SPRINGFIELD <uP!) - A
task force c..harged with
reviewing required programs
and rules for state grade and
high schools will recommend
this week that college-bound
students be given more
curriculum flexibility and a
moritorium be placed on
school holidays, the panel's
chairman !.:aid Tuesday.
Sen. John Maitland, RBloomington, said the Mandates Task Force will release
its final report and additional
findings on Thursday. but be

.
:-.

_}

•

ThisOl';.nighl ~giveslips
on - - . . . noIaxaIion and ImagoIy
lechniques 10 help cope wiIh
le5Ianxiety. Co-sponsored by
Career Counselin!!.

WEDNESDAY. APRIL 20

OHI01I03!~CAnIIr

~ For individual

6

,~~t counseling.

•

leall 536-4441

Parr of Your slue
w.u- Srudenr Healrh

c-... Procram

.INANCIAL AID .N.OIUlATION
IT'S TRUE niAT 1988-89 ACTIFAMILY FINANCIAL STATEMENT FORMS
MAILED BEFORE APRIL 1 WILL BE GIVEN PRIORITY CONSIDERATION
FOR THE SIU CAMPUS·BASED AID PROGRAMS•••
HOWEVER, IT IS NOT TOO LATE TO APPLY FOR OTHER FORMS OF
FINANCIAL AID I

YOU CAN STILL APPLY FOR
PELLGRANT
ISse MONnARY AWARD
STUDENT WORK
GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN
PLEASE MAIL YOUR 1988·89 ACT/FFS AS SOON AS POSSIBLE TO
ALLOW ADEQUATE TIME FOR PROCESSING BEFORE THE FALL
SEMESTER BEGINS. ACT /FFS FORMS ARE AVAILABLE AT
STUDENT WORK AND FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE,
WOODY HALL, B WING, THIRD FLOOR
Paid for by the Office of Student Work and Financial Assistanc.

a,,"ttl
Hotline

Student Programming Council

Student Programming Council

536-5556

SPC Expressive Arts
presents

~~~

~~'~::I':':'

/

/

Come see the comedy .stars of tomorrow

4th t'loor
'"ideo Loun~e
Student ('enter

Thursday, April 21, 7:30pm
Student Centel' Ballroom D
All Tickets $5.00 on sale at
Student Center Central
Ticket Office

,\11 !ltl... "·~· I.UO

presents S_.-Wcd.7a.8p_ next week

/
Don't Juggle

I

Safety

~'

~

OO....."=~

Clown 'n Around

Sprlngfftt ••••••

7:00,9:00 & 11:00pm

Looking for Low Cost
ality Entertainment!
Save 25 % on all

SPC's World's Worst Film Festival

SPC Film Pass

Mr. Sardonlcas

!·

(regularlv $2.00)

$1.50

Decide the fate of
Mr. Sardonicus'
with a punishment glo-card

IU ascot MASCOTTRYOUTS
§IU Mascot Clinics: April25-26
§IU Mascot Time: 7-9pm
IU Mascot Place: Activity Room
IU Mascot
{Student Center}
IU
Mascot
Tryouts: April 27
TT T
..........
~,f

Breaker
Mora••
Co/sponsored by Phi Alpha Theto

··
··

Daily at the Student Center
Central Ticket Office
8:00am-6 OOpm

Thursday 7:00 &. 9:00pm

~

Henry T. Hopkins
critic & collector
Fri., April 22, llam
University Museum Auditorium

Friday & Saturday

Jf sponsored by the Student
.y . Programming Council

presents

John Himmelfard
printmaking & sculpture
Wed., April 20, 2pm

PlANES.TRAINS AND
AUTOMOBILES

-, ~,.~. ~
~-:: '::::::;-::=

Visiting Artist Series

Sunday & Monday
7:00 & 9:00pm

;.~.~
• •~.~
• •~.~
• •'"'!".~
• •~.~
• •~.~
.........~
..........
~."""
••
~."""
••
~.~.:

'-Attention: Saluki Twirlers
~

Anyone interested in
trying out or would like
more information call
the University Band Office
at 453-2776 or 453-5646.
Tryouts tentatively
scheduled for May 5

~:~~;o'O~n~~Congratulations 1988-89

SIU

'fj;.*~3(~ Saluki Shaker Squad

Cheerleading
Tryouts

~ (!~(!t...k

Clinics: April 18,19,20,21,22

6-9pm

Tryouts: April 23 8:00am SIU Arena
Note: You must attend 2 cllnics prior
to tryouts (Fri. clinic mandatory)
For more info call Kell Pclris at 536-3393

!Dln4 ou. ..Joc{
!PaUL <Wolf
dlu.uuda ~

:#t.i. !BlaJ.

.EJ;.t.i. !BlaJ.

. ~iI. (!0ntJ.

!O..",n ~

A£w.. !X,.!.

~'UI. oU_-.£l
d?oGcn "«0'1'""

dlCw.a d{0nnJ!!I
(!'~LsU. .EuCCiuan.
!Xa.tilun .Eu.mwuu
d/~J;.~d/Jl

:Joan !PJ"",<

We Program Excitement
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Chinese
to feature
U.S. music
BEIJING <UPIl China's government
radio will begin broadcasting a regular hour of
American pop music for
the first time this ....eek.
but has vetoed "RoD
Over Beethoven" as
disrespectful to the
composer. the show's
U.S. producers said
Tuesday.
The program will
nonetheless give an
estimated audience of 400
million Chinese their first
weekly taste of American
artists.
UnCler an agreement
signed with China
People's Broadcasting.
the
government's
national radio network.
the hour-long "American
Music Hour"
will
premiere Thursday.
"They have given me
and our corporation the

~r:.m:~~~

people. said Donald
Atfeld. a physician and
songwriter who is
president
of
ChinAmerica, a LosAngeles-based firm
producing the show.
The program will
feature folk, country, poD
and "easy listening"
tunes approved by
Chinese officials, but will
avoid "nose-bleeding
heavy metal, .. said
Altfeld, who wrote the
1960& hit "Little Old Lady
from Pasadena."

Builder of the Titantic
to design luxury liner
LONbON (UPI) - The giant
shipyard that built the ill-fated
Titanic won a contract
Tuesday to construct the
world's biggest-ever luxury
cruise liner. a behemoth
longer than three football
fields thatfeatures cabins with
individual balconies.
The liner is planned for
American tourists and
although as yet unnamed, is
refp.rred to in designs as the
"Ultimate Dream. II
It will be more than twice as
big as the current largest
operating cruiser, the 70.000ton Norway. The luxury ('abins
with their own llalcony and sea
view will not have traditional
portholes.
Indian-born shipping tycoon
Radi Tikko, who made his
fortune in the 1970s with a vast
tanker fleet, announce<! he
awarded the $500 miHion
contract to Belfast's Harland
and Wolff shipyard. one of the
world's biggest - and the one
which produced the doomed
Titanic in 1912.
The 46,328-ton Titanic was
882-feet long. the largest and
most luxurious vessel afloat
when it sank April 14, 1912, off
Newfoundland after hitting an
iceberg on its maiden voyage,
taking the lives of 1,513 of its
2,224 passengers.
Construction of the
"Ultimate Dream" is subject
to final details on financing.

potentia! for growth is enormous. I I Unveiling his plans for
the 1,132-foot, 160,OOO-ton ship,
he said it would feature 12
swimmitlg J,'OOls, a l,500-seat
theater, tennis courts, eight
restaurants, the world's
largest floating casino and a
unique eight-deck complex for
its large cabins, capable of
holding more than 3,000
passengers.
There will also be three
deluxe "penthouses" on the
cruise liner, which is expected
to be completed in 1992 and
begin cruises in the Bahamas
and Carribbean.
"This ship will revolutionize
cruise-ship building in the
entire world, II Tikko said. "It
is the first ship of its kind, and
all the existing cruise ships are
nothing but repetitions of the
old designs, and they don't
have the comforts that this
ship will provide. I I
Announcement of the contract was met with jubilation
at Harland and Wolff. A
spokesman for the shipyard,
which has suffered from a
shipbuilding decline, said it
was likely to create 3,000 new
jobs plus a spiJHHf of emC!:~:!. in related British
Shipyard chairman John
Parke said he was "elated"

"I've decided to build
'Ultimate Dream' after
carrying out independent
market research," Tikko, 55,
said. "I discovered only four
percent of Americans take
cruise holidays, so the

Amid all the hoopla
surrounding
the
aDDCMlDcement, however, neither
Tikko or shipyard officials
mentioned Harland aDd
Wolff's construction of the
White Star liner Titanic.

~~'::~

We've reaearched tile Top Companies. rums
& AgeI1lll for you. Now you can gel lists
of speciIic contacts on peel Slick labels
to milk. MIlding r_IIM. & IeIIar8 • anllP!
Chose from IIsIs designed for RlIIjonI in:

Bulli_
GrIIphica
CrImI!

Markellng

CrNIiva Writing
JournIiIi8m

Accounllng

Public Rfations

Adva1IIIing

" you don't do it NOW you won't get
chance you

CIegeIve.

tile

Someone . . . wII.

Send SBII ~ " SIM1MId envelope:
SUCCESS SYSTEMS

Div. of KIIStaIic Inc.
622 Weat End Ave. 3-E
N_ YOJ1r. NY
10024

ALL PROFESSIONAL

ATHLETIC
FOOTWEAR
(running. eeroblc. welklng. b_ketbeU • oth.....

1/3 BELOW RETAIL!

HURRY FOR BEST SRECTION IN YOUR SIZE.
NOW THROUGH SATURDAY!

I£OEE&.

and more

=: ,:!ifn :=

ship design. II
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\J.~~:~n~~t~n_NEA

805A South University

Carbondale. Illinois 62901

618/457-2141

IS IT TRUE THAT NO .ALLY PRESTIGIOUS UNIVERSITIES BARGAIN?
The fact is that the faculties of many prestigious doctoral degree granting institutions belong to faculty
unions and negotiate the terms and conditions of their employment.
In the U.S. the following Category I,·
Dactoral Degree gronting universities bargain:
University of California - Santa Cruz
University of Cincinnati
University of Connecticut
University of Delaware
University of Detroit
University of Florida
Florida State University
University of South Florida
University of Hawaii
Hofstra University
Kent State University
University of Massachusetts
University of Montana
State University of NY at Albany
State University of NY at Buffalo
State Univeristy of NY at Binghamton
State University of NY at Stoney Brook
City University of NY - Graduate Center
University of Rhode Island
Rutgers University
Temple University
Wayne State University
-From Acodeme March-April, 1987 and Directory of
Fcculty Contracts & Bargaining Agents in Institutions
of Higher Education January 1987
Page 16,Daily Egyptian, Aprjl20. UI88

And what abaut the following universities ?
Oxford University
Cambridge University
.
The London School of Economics
University of Paris (The Sorbonne)
Heidelburg University
Freiburg University
University of Munich
The Free University of Berlin
The Univ~rsity of Vienna
University of Bologna
University of Rome
University of Milan
University of Ghent
Uppsala University
University of Oslo
University of Copenhagen
Waseda University (Tokyo)
University of Toronto
University of British Columbia
University of Laval
University of Montreal
Dalhousie University
The faCilities of each of these prestigious
universities belong to faculty unions and negotiate the
terms and r.onditions of their employment.
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call 549.QUO.
22-18 .............. 3691""'40
'83 I'HCfNIX S24'5. "83 a....H.
$1995. "2 Dalsun PIdwp" who dr.
$2995. 79 Sunblrd $995. AAA Allfa
Sol••• 605 N. Ifllna,.. 549·1331.
I'" MAZDA 1IJC-7. SILVER. Sll" roof.

II'-'

, _ flERO. 25.000 mI.. _ , _
mIn' candlllon. 0<. will" color.
$55GO.CaIl549-7280I_otnfllltl.

candllfon.
'HO fORD GRANADA 2 dr. am. 1m.
can. Good condo In. out 11750
negoflo'>Ie. Coli 549·7554 oIIw 9

Y...,.. _ . -..,..s GIl. . . 1-tO.S-6I7·
6000 .d. 5-9501_
IHO VW rtAII/T. 4 :,::• .te. - .

;jm
Lf CAR. 2 tk. 4 crl •
77.xu. mI.. goad candlllon musl
.. rr. S900 olio. coif 549-637..
." roYOTA UffIAOC 45.0lI0 mI .•

4-21).18 •.••.••.•..•.• 3397Acl311
YAMAIfAXS 650 I,., .....1.....
condition 10.•• mil.. $950 tK .....
oIfw. CalloIIw4p.m. 549-1762.
"'21." .............. 3J9IA<l39

::: :=.=.:F':~~

II... _ . only 1600 mI. _
aw"er. S15oo. Coli 549·5095
wimlghll 7-9. Sol. 12... .
4-22." .............. 3429Acl40
IH2 /CAW 440 LTD . ." dTl... 7600
mi. n_ Teat" tIre. - . . " . S.ssG olio
"",••••" by "-22 529-4419

12:30.1 ...

=.

;~50~~'-r,.u.PS.

=.~~":5:""'~ t::.':::

::. =::'$,:0•. :;t.21~·

~:~~S5.:;r.

ftNAUlT

:s;~~ candltlan. S2JOCI abo.

INSURANCE

:It

iI

1'2

U

13

32

II
41

-

fU

54 SIouln

2S

3S

f I)
fI)

57 Hug or rug
56 Relgan's
Alexander
59 Christllnla
today
60 Absence 01
motion
62 80m

12 Long .Ish
13 Glellc
,. AlwlYs to
poets
24 alkery Items
25 Peruvlln
Indlln

17

28

bllnches
(cutting
-pons)
27 Pursuh
21 Utah mountlln
rsnge
29 P~1ou1
32 Rene de Ie 33 Tendency
34 8r1stles
39 Irritatel
40 Indonesian
Isllnd
42 Ripping aound
4350-50
44 Blkery Item
50 WWII org.
51 Hidden lupply
52 Cdebratlon
53 Lulu
26 -

----

'-I-

' 1"i
I;;:;;;;;;,0;;..

Complete Radiator & Auto Repair

10%oH

•

Part. & Labor

(Excluding olr conditioning units.
Not pod with ony other c:oupon)

r:='

~529.17110,-

....

'Colors' controversy
aids turnstile action
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - TIle
cootroversial film "Colors"
opened on ooIy 422 screens last
week, but still managed to
place No.2 among ail films in
release with $4.7 million at the
turnstiles.
TIle No. 1 ranking film,
"Beetlejuice, I t played on
nearly four times the number
of screens but brought in ooIy
$'1.1 million - not even twice
the take 01. "Colors."
TIle most radical movement
at North America's theaters
came from "The Last Emperor." Inspired by nine
Academy Awards -- the
biggest winner in a quarter
century - "Emperor" staged
a 306 percent increase in
business and ranked No.4, up
from No. 16 the week before
Oscar. "Emperor" last week
grossed $3.3 million. The
previous week it brought in
$837,400.
The comedy-horror film
"Beetiejuice," starring
Michael Keaton, retained top
honors for a third consecutive
week.
Playing on 1,582 screens,
"BeeUejuice" brought its total
gross in three weeks to a
handsome $32 million.
But the big news was the
debut of "Colors," the Dennis
Hopper-direeted action drama
of gang warfare in Los
Angeles.
"Colors" stars Robert
Duvall and Sean Penn as a pair

of cops bent on cooling racial
and gang tensions. It benefited
from a variety of groups
claiming the film would foster
violence, intensify gang activity and perhaps lead to riots
i4 theaters. Itdidn'l
TIle objections by nervous
social groups were as effective
as a $5 million publicity
campaign. "Colors" opened
with a per-sereen average 01. a
whopping $11,248, highest of all
films in nJease. "Colors" goes
into wide release April 29.
By eom~, ''The Last
Emperor,' No.4, averaged
only $3,875 per screen in 877
theaters.
No. 3 was Neil Simon's
"Biloxi Blues," starring
Matthew Broderick as the
playwright-sereenwriter durmg his army training days in
World War ll.
"Biloxi Blues" tallied $3.4
million in 1,308 theaters for a
four-week take of $27.6 million.
"Return to Snowy River,"
the bueolic sequel to the hit
Australian film of several
years ago, was No. 5 with a
gross of $3 million in 1,121
theaters in its opening week.
"Moonstruck," which won
three OIK".ars, cashed in on
Cher's best actress award with
a 59 percent jump in attendance. The comedy hauled
in $2.9 million in 1,025 theaters
in it'" 18th week.

•
1bis is no time to worry about
how YOUTe going to get your stuff home.
The good news is there is life after finals. And we can make it a little
easier. At Rydl"r we can rent you any SiZE van or truck you need. Vans
that are fun to drive. (Fun ...what's thaH) Many are automatics. Most
have power steering, air conditioning and AM/FM radio. We can also
help with boxes, hand trucks. even tips on loading a truck. Which could
help take a load off your mind. Whatever's left of it.

Make Your Reservations Now!
10% offwithStudentI.D.
RYDER TRUCK RENTAL
549-4922
1817 W. Sycamore

457·4127
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MUST SfU THIS - " 1914 Yamaho
FJIIOO ....' II~ 011..-.5291046 late nigh,. early moms. Dave.
4-22·111 .............. 36S5Acl40
FOIl SAI.f 1976 HONrIA 550 SS. L_
excw"enr condJrlOf'l. many
. . Inn. prl.. S600Ph. 614-4756.
4-2!'" .............. 36"""1'"
1916 HOt.alA SHU $335. Call S _
457·'729.
4-2.-:11 .............. 3651AcI .. ,

m" ....

~r:~':;':~7:K~l.ii

S_at54'-3J03.
4-'HIII ....•.•....••. 3660Ae1 .. ,

1916 HONDA SrltU. S400 ..,. ....,
<>If.,.. Call Twry 54'-473.5.
4-22." •.•........... 3.52OAel40
INO SUZUKI GSII5OG. wlndjatner.
radio. goad .hape. $ISO .... Call
549·3.572.
4-26." .............. 36115Ae1 ..;·
1914 HONtIA V6S ~Mf. 1100 <:c.
SSOO mil... eae. cando _ .
$2400obD.529-1005.
4 - _ .............. 3.5II1Ac:I42
'IID KAWASAKI KZ 2SO. Good Shaf>-.
Only 3.560 mi. Call ,.", C. at ..57·

un.

4-"." .............. 34SIIAel ....
'76 HONDA XL·I2S S_·Troll .,....
Needs eolio and eahoolsl 'epalrs $50.
9115·2797.
4 - _ ............. _ , ..'

[ ... ~:~~~.':~. ~~:~~ ---J
2 IDIIM 10' and 12'. a-c:. furn. eon
: . on lot. Good <and. 5 4 _

I'.

4-25 ................ 2575Ae '" I
WlNDSOII
6S WITH"a 121/paut.
CatMdrol e.lllnli/. 10 , 10 shed.
_'--dryw. eentral 01,. gas heat.
)'Ord. fully fum ..hed. S7SOO
......57·5455.
"."." .............. 31 79A_'39
1',6S 21D11M FU'N. CEN AlII. h_.
""' d ..... -.s)'Ord. t,... Jean.
536·5521.914-2091.
5.....111 .............. 327...... ' ...
CAII.ONDALf. WHY "AY rent when
you ean 0Wft1 Ih50 2 bdrm. fum.
OCr
new carpef, new
and top.
$3.700.
457·2366.
4-2'." .............. 32711"-139
1975 , ... 70 2 bdrm.
drpr-.•,....... ref'lg. een. ok. liar ..

r._

eabIn...

.....,"!iI ""chen

-r-'. _,-.

pullout. $7000. 964-1609.
4-""' .............. 3'92A.'M
WHY /lENT? '2,6S trallw for sal••
S49OO. No ... 711-. Vall.y. ~
shocfy lot """" of CaIioonda ... New
windows. doan. ded<. shed. _II
maIntained. '~76S2.
4-22." .............. 3OIIIA.I40
1965 NEW NtOON 10.50 , bdrm. w·
d. a-c:. n_ earpef. <.........J d«:k. In
" .......nt HIli IlAHP. 539-4505.
4-25." ..............
19117 IIfDNtAND , ..,711. 2 bdrm. 2
bDths. <en alt". wny! tmderpInnl"!il.
_utlful.",ust .... ""_. shaded.
rented lot. Quiet Ioeatlon. 457·275'.
9115·2675.
4-»-111 .............. 3326Ae''''
1971 FOIIIIESTPAILK ,:z.60_tlp-oul.
Spacious• • hady lot. goad cando Call
45.]..3311 ..... ""a..... _ 1... 457·
7724._.
4-211." .............. 3S64Ae144
FOil SALE I IDIIM "011.,.
~and -'I In.ulated. lum.
.-. u.c: / 1 0 _ Trl. 0. $2.3OD

3324Ae'' '

~:~.~~~~·~_ _ ,39

C·~i~i,~:
56 CM IIAZfSA

. "'1

NEW 211/J11MS. 516 Sa. Poplar 2 or 3
people. ""'" S300 Su"",..... S4IS
Fall. 9 mo.
529-3.511. 529·
'820.
4 - _ .............. _910'..2
NEW 3 IDIIM 512 Sa. Woll. fum •
da .. 10 lee. 5 _ or Fall. 529lUI. 529-/820.
4-26-l1li .............. 3OSOIa142
APTS .. HOUSES. TRA'LERS. da.. 10
SIU. fum. Summer 0< foil 9 mao
....... 529-3U' or 529·'1120.
4-26." .............. _ ' 4 2
NICE NfWf/I , IDIIM. fum. </oM 10
Ree. S09 Sa. WoIl 313 f. FNemon.
SIlO Sum....... $250 Fall 'mo........
, or 2 _ _ • 529-lU'.
4 - _ .............. 305110'42
SOUTH I'CIPtAI STIIffT ~,..
CarI>ondaIe.
JIIII _ _ . _ " ' -

r._.

/lOAD RAC'NG

V~blue. ,yr. "Id.
wi'" Ca...,.., 170 Mm. Su,....
lleearderonk;Iottom .......
.eeard IModMt. SunlauT XC Seat
Post. S47S obD. Call Guido 01 549.... 79 If In_ted ..,. ..,11 Doug 01
ChnlatPhoenl,CyeJes.549-36'2.
4-26.aI .............. 36NA1142

_.

earn..

-Su,....

r.·: ;:· :.·:. · .: .: ·: ·: .·: : :. :. ;: ;:.;:.,:.:.:.: .:.:. .:. . .:.•'.

:.:'::.1

: hcr_tlonaIV_hlcl. .

;~:~~.~~;~~:~~~~~ ..~
and _ I.... 55 H.P. ~. $750.

!~p. ~..~~~' ... 3674Al'''1

eampus. In S-·HuncIrN bJod< S.
PopIarSI.• d ....ly_ofMotrls
LIbrary. Two·bedrooml. one·
~._andeftl_.

JENNY'S ANTlOUfS AND ......
fumlture aid route 13 _ . tum

4-28 ............... 3416Am1'"
MI55 KITTY'S GOOO <leon used
fumllure. '04 f. Jaeto-. 5... C'da".
a-t ~. d .....,... saIo••
mueh",.".. I ...... lust purehased a
traer..,. trallwload of..- fumll_
crt my ."". In Hursf on .... " A....
III '.9. 5 miles E. of DeSota. Name
brondfurnlture. no' lunk 01 un~
ofprl....
5-IS-&8 ............. 36S7","'55
ANTIOUE OINfTTE SfT wi'" buffet.
buM bedo. desk. porlab" _s'-.
ai, candlllon..-s. .1oIm doors. 52931174.
4-22.". . .......... 34511Aml40

r=.. .

539-4511_

, IDIIM FUIIN .. AC. wry nleel

....,,"!iI

6117·19311.

..,.457.2347.
4-25-l1li .............. 342210'''1
SUILfASf TIL 12.". I bdrm unfum.
apl.,....,. Moll. 5252 mo. holl prl..
SUmm.......... CGlI5.f9.3470.
4-25.a1 .............. 3325101.. '
2ID11MAPTFUIIN.• ae....... IoSIU.

~~5,,:,;::;,e=-r!.w.m:::: ~~:::,,~~.S;.'i~'L.~: I ~~:1

foil. S _ "" 2.3."
_ _ . DJspkrt _
10-5:30 dolly.
529·2117.
5·2................. 319510146
CAllIONDAlE. t.UGf EFFICIENCY.
Fum ........
bath. full
kl ........ 0<. ""let ..

5-9." ........... " _. 334110'51
SUMMEII SIMLfASSt. 3 IDIIM apI.
...-n. a-c:. c-. 10 ............ 6117·
19311.

Near......,.....","!iI.....

mow lawns. p<OIrlde normal ,.tu..
plekup and seeur"/ty II"",. and
tram elly sidewal,...
Oul.t _ .
10 NaIIonaI
Foods. Iaund........... "nd _ _ .

eon_

_we .now

SU........ $260 man'" and Fall and
$prl"" S360 _ " . OIftee 711 S.
PopIor 51.. lunetlon W. Nttll 51. ond S.
Poplar 51.. d ....1y _
of MorrIs
Ubrory. Call 457·73.52..,. 529-5m.

r::~'l:;!.':.";"'~IIV::=~..do!;. ~

Sound Care

'''1nfIS always 2 for St.

==-Fo;r~~

ten'

M o _ "" _ _ • Call 5496990.
4-29-l1lI .............. 3'3310145
LUXlMr 2 IDIIM TOWNHOUSES. Sa.

WlCUIIY 21fDllOOMS. UNFUIIN..,.
fum. Subl.I 100- _
..,.
for
...... ,.~n,..,529-2"7.
DISCOIIHT HOU5ING. I end 2 bdrm

A=':-::;~ai
~"~~::'~~~~'42

309W.Coliege
509 S. Rawlings
I
519 S. Raw ings

~...!,.XPI.~fII_Wl::'"K :
~1.ffeeI pedals for so". 457·
4-26." ............. 36116An142

~~i~1

....

~

-r-'.

~-=.he. CIr. Clean. _

t.=.· ifNi.w:··Wi e

paInI.
l
:

I
I

!

lJeleney ,. 2. and 3 bdrm opts. Now I
available. Call lonnie 0-.. 529-

I

Aputmeata. Bouee.lIobUe IIouea

52'-4301

!r................. 323110'''' I
=,,:i::·Ideney~~"'J..,":

medlaJl .IudenIs anJr. no ,..,.. Call

1

614-4145.
5-11." .............. 3'_'53
EGYPTIAN PYIIAMID COMPI.fX£5

,R07a1Reatai.

"-"""'"!iI "" Summer ond foil.
"" prl_1n _ . 457·7941 or

549-

CleMo . . . . . . . . . . . .

2454.
$UIlfASf fOJ SUMMSI 2 bdrm.
fum. ...".,. .....haIf bIadr Ie>
........ CaII.,....crr549-449l.

a.y apartment Is ttIoroughIIf
deiIned !IV our deIInIng 5tatr,
the\I are 5qUeIky dean and readv
faryau to ~ Into. ApBrtment5
even yow mother
would be proud of•

ao.a.c.ua,.

eone block
from campus
-Washer/ Dryer
-Microwave
-2 fuil bathroom
-Dishwasher

..117-44••

LEWIS PARK
APARTMENTS
1 •••

0IIlfT _ . .......

CarI>ondaIe Oink. Fum..hed ..,.
""fumtohed. S360up. 54'-6125 .

$.,,-118 ..............

323410153

SPACIOUS FIJIIN. 0It cmfum. E-w
eft. I '" 2 bdrm. all _ . "",.,
_.457·5276.
5-11-l1li .•..•......... 314'10153
C'DIIoLf2_AI'T.lna"",., ........

=

I

.:.:...~~. =::: .

529·1439 .... 549-6154.
4-2~'" .............. 329510'40
II£ST VAlUE. lint. Irtd .. eft. ,,2
bdrm. SI20-$240. Fall or Sum. "DW
Sr-n«e. 457-6193_.
5·" ................. _ ' 5 3
C'MU. RtlNISHED Am.
bIadr

ii

" , - _ , . al .. IOW. _ . 3
bdrm. 5475. 2 bdrm. S360. Effkleftey
SIIIII. AIID 5 bdrm ' - at _ S.
Poplar.
Call

$'...,..... ,......,....Il00.

6117-4577.

5-2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 232511a'46
3 _
Al'AJTMfHT. fXau5IVf
....... /deal "" ..,..,...,..... ..,.
fa<ully.
$100"" lot
mos . .-.529-4.»I.
4-29-l1lI .............. 234OIa145

S430,...."*"".

a.a ........... AputlaeDta

PandaIle4 or Uafu:nllUed
nulble LeUe Tenu.•.
AaIl~~ ___....to.....JI

Buzz
on over
and see

NowOpeil Sa~
1......2pm

Ms. B

...............
..............
.........,....
.,..... c.urt.

Bonnie Owen Property Management
816 East Main
529-2054

She is Swarming with Some Sweet
deals on
SUMMER RENTALS

...

110. Reatlng for
s..IPIPeraad
l'aDISSS

~~=:

420 S. GIIAHAM ST. I.Gtge 2 bdrm.
fum.
a-c:. 2 bills " ' - SIU.

..... 3.IOSW._n.tarll"!ilMoyI5'"
S295 _ . _
ond fr. 1ncI.. a-c:.
539-4076.
TOf' CAUOHMU loeA. TtONS FOIl

Malibu Village

_~

For m.... lnf.nnatlon CGII 5Z'A 1OIZ
LA/IGE 2 IDIIM.

=,;,,~~~. After noon 457·

~:,,;rl.:..':5~ofC'...... =.~~~~

APARTMENTS

=';t=

331980ISI

=,:::.

!:''':..,r's=';....,,~= ~:~.~~·~-...,53 ~·~·i:iiaH:Ni.. ;.;,~~

~': ~I'ftf.=~au:,~,:~ I..-'W"I"-EI:IIIW~T
....O...W.,..,..-N...H-O....U...S~E=='W"I.

. . ,I22S.IIIt_A
. . - and MIDI
~'n"
•D.J
tudlo.
... 457-5641.
4-25-l1li .............. 23.59,,"' .. '

==

5·2'" ............... 330510146
IfAUTI~Ul
THllff AND fau,

':::"...:'rU.::::r ::'-~';;
~On: .
_ _.a-c:andl

"'OW

...............

~~-:'ETi:iWH'"fum.A"A=~~
i~
'1"ciiM·;.m: C.!:.':,':::.
~
...':,,!."'p:~
LOVELY _
or unfum.
...... 10 ......,..... _
..,. foil.
Ask about apt. No.3. CDII6117·19311

Ioundromol ond _lawn. ~
rotesforSummer.'_wrywl'"
.1.. of unl". Very
Offlee 711 S. PopIo< $1 .. lunel/on W.
MIll 51 .. and s. Poplar 51.. dlreelly
narflt of Morr.. Ubrory. Call 451·
73.52 or S29·5m.
4-27-l1li .............. 234610 ,..,
WEST MIU STllffT ~ ...
CarI>ondaIe. Just _
. _ tram
e<tmpUS.1n _
thousand bIadr W..,
MIll 51.. a bit northwest of Moms
Ubrory. Two-IIedroam fuml.r..d 0<
unfurn..hed. SimIlar to lawnhous••
~ and ""''' up. no _
obo".
to dlst"I'b.
_ _or ...... windows
on two
sides• ••cell. . ~moHon. Ownws

:··"'~~I~;:

4103.

.... GIoftICIlyIlad<T:r,. 'andahalf

earn,..""",

-.

COUNTIfY aua CIICU Suga11rwe- IIfAUTIFIILFUIIN'SHEDAPT.1or301
walnut Sq. '.2 ond 3 bdrm fum. ond
of _ _ .....t Summ ... or foil 529-

Fumllr..d ..,. unfurnished. 0...-.
maw lawns. fumlsh _ . ,...,
eanlro'. _...
I refuse
pickup
and
lKUrlty"e
_
_
h

and
tram <lip .idewalks. Ou.., .......
eon ....,.,.t to Notional foods.

South 01 Midland Inn T....... and Ii/O
3 mil... IIuy and Sell. 549-49n.
5-,'" .............. 3116Aml53
IWE STIIATOLOUNGfJ lEeLINfII I
yr. ald. S265. An"que oak f,,11 lied
andIab/eSll5.9115·3115.
4 - _ ......... . . . . 3SOOAm 1311
OUEEN S'ZE WATER.ED S3SO ....
Call Jim 549....osllno_l_

LOVELY I III. APT. Oulel. _ _
per-. ....Iy. Newly rec:/eearoted.

. . . . . . . IY

.24 hr. a..u _ _ •

. . . . . . . . . . QuIet

2-"-"""

c.rt.ndDIe ClinIc ...... New
c.p.tIng. LiIII*d ....... Securttr

..............a, ....OD-IhIr.

8OOE.Gnad
4&7~

n"

Sanglasses
Yes. yes ... please go 011
Me CntJllCefior...

Now my little furry FnttJd
.. I ran (IQ/llJOu rrtIJ tittle

WrTIJ (oeM, cant I?
\

/

Yes. yes, as I

lJ.:ltB~
,~~~~ ~

was SOtJtng ... l}Our

rrn

iroommQte waft be
ob/e to get OfIIJ

e

theres a to'i hike •• ,

t!!J

(IfIG!/CloJ Old unless

I

~

lOW SUMMEIi RATES to< 1 OM '/BEAUTlfUl LARGE 1 ·IEOIIOOM.
bedroom. carpel. lum.·unfum .• oil'.
wood lloors. Io'll" dosetl. good
Foil rentol alia. 457·6956.
<1.01 I.,.. Summe... Call 529..f95!i oft.
6-14-.'18 ........... " . 364380154
5p.m.
I ONE 80IIM UNIT. unfumlshed.
4-25-.'18 .........••.•• 367910141
some ..
pold. $ISOmo. 3 mil.,
CARTUVIllE
EFFICIENCY
eosl of Corbottdol.. In
APARTMENTS. '",md,ed. S I25
IWIghborl>ood. pers okay. Call 937·
RI. 13 crossroad•• 1·.5·

","Ie.

3971.IlfIOGftI_coJJCIfjOln.

If"'.' """""'r.
6/08.

4-29-.'18 .............. 35458014.5
N/Ci I 8CIIM FUIIN .• DC. sub'-

4·22-.'18 .............. 3S69Bo1411
2 80IIM BASEMENT APAIITMENT.

1011·1931.
4-29-.'18 ..•........... 365110145
I 80IIM FUIINISHED APT.• $115 mo.
far _ p/fII ut/lll"'. or $ISO to<

0..'" .rudenrs

NICE 2.3.4 ond 5 bdrm houlft. , on
Mill SI. Call Clyde S_nsotl at 529·
5294.
4-26-88 .............. 230811>142
TOP eMI.E LOCATIONS for Foil.
2.3.4. and 5 bdrm fuml,1Ied ..........
no pen. call 6I4..fI4.5.
4-29-., .............. 23168b145
DISCOUNT HOUSING. 2.3. ond 4
bdrm f..,..".1Ied .......... 2 ml_. of

c:.'!',;::;'"~~f

':.d.S:,";:,~<!"r.:1~";f"!. :"~i2d.::::;"

~.

CGII 54'·

1139.
5-3-18 .•............. 368110147
NICE 2
A,.AIIT_ In

C·da,..""""'nn. call ....... '4S.

.EDIOOM

!:i. :.~ ':",..=~.f.<~

=~~¥.S_.SIOO""".

6352.
4-22-.'18 .............. 3549101411
I 80IIM NT. AVAIL. Mar IS. $J65
mo. loll ... ....... qule'.~.

4-26-18 .............. 361210142
SUMMa SUIlEASfr WANTfD.
~I'arIrAprs.

_

fourlII

4-29-18 .............. 2315ab145
SEVElIAlAVAIl.IEG. Aug. 16. Y_
Ieau requll'ed. Clo.. 10 compuI. no
pers. $300-$SOO.529-2533.
4-22................. 23521b'411
IAItGf 4-6 IOIIM HOUSE- /p. )IIJI'd. 2

seo_"""",,plus

utI'It....

ApI.

401.

~./or.of_._

~'
............ 36751014.5
=~~~~'_'G
\/IDEO PITS OK. M......... I bdrm ONE II.OCIC FiIOM cam_. fwD
utn.

....... Induclint
CaJI6I4-6775.
I. or 3 80IIM NT. FUIIN ",. unfuM.
.... Mar or Aug. ,.". _ . 4.57·

bdrm. SHO ...... AWIII. Mar 15. ell.
SI20 mo. AWIII. AtIIJ· 15. Summer
...w.r. 5110 mo. 451·7355 offer 5

7712.

::3'-.'18 •....••••..... _,-44
s - . SIIIlfASER NfEOfD for I

I~~.

FOR RENT

_

AIr~1nI

tt.:JeT_~IUllII'"

fumlahed. '"

o.... .. eoo..

-...,,,,,,,,
FtoIIJ~

s. WoIhIngt..

"95.GO per mo.

H",,-

-;:::;:'::;;':r!hOua.

Nopen.
4-25-.'18 .............. 24011D'.'

3_IfDIIOOM
HOUSE. AYAllAII.f
. ClDMfoS/U. S04SW.,."",.....
St. SUI per month. South WDadI

I~'.~~~'......

29651&'5'
4 80IIMMlii ANOa _ _
_ on

..

• I'arIr from Wall. $150

.............·2b.ciroom.

:.~
-=..=.~
FoIl. SJIJII mo. s.-.w. c..Il 457·

C'."

........
,....2-..-...
AC. unfurnisMd. 1225 W..t

~.""

s-.

AND 01 faIr. C..... to
nrc. 1.2. 3. lind "
~~.• 1nsu/aNd...........

....,..... Ix""

5-11 ................. 31671b153
NICE 0UlfIt 3 1DItM. hm. ''11 ""rd.
quiet area. un'urn. 915 w.
S,............ S420 mo. I yr. _ _
beQ. A"". 15. Nopers. 457·7645.
5·11-.'18 .............. 3125BbI53
UHBEUEVABI.E suMMa! SUaI.EASE.
Brand..- 2 bdrm. _......,.... drive.
DI,"wosll.I'.
wfI.It., ..d,y.l'.
~. co. AVO/IoIJ/e J _ I.
4574IN.S4f-3973.
4-29................. 3122Il1014.5
5MA1L GfOD£S/C OOIIIE _
"'b.
woodI. moll. 2 bdrm. $240 mo. 457·

Now Leasing

"Iedrooms

S5OO.oo per month.

Forlprl... ' . . . . •. .

~~~~--------~I

.:oty!

Furnished
one bedrooms.
and efflcienci..

Inctutll...
Carpet&Air

231 West Main St.
Carbondale, IL

Laundry facilities
Water, Trash & Sewer

.. ..

~---- ---- ~'
:I Bedroom,

2971 ......' ....

5·2·" ............... 311921b146

I =r!!~~r:r,;.",-~~
aIr.
i ......, parkl",. _"",

I

Only

Ayallable

549·6610

Imperial Mecca I

Summer
aDd

Apartments

Fall

g.detc-b7
tlettlq
8 mlauta from c:ampuI

1 & 2 Bdrm. fum. Apts.

20IB......

I

"-_ _ _..,1

, Available
for

Water & Trash

Summer

'I

2 Wrm. Ho..-

~75-$200

303 Willow $325
1102 N. CarIco $300
5.51 next to

WlnterRent
$295-$395
No PCb
Call 684-4145

King',Wok$G)

r;mlllllllllllll

2 ...............

~~5~;,Ap..·
.:":.=o.~

I
I

Dup...

I

.~.:....

i

2 .......

Highlander Sub. Div.

"

5ummerRent
$100-$150
faHRent
$165·$265

Pick-UPlnc
~ I 2.5,4Bdrm
funl'lol.l5e:5

May and June

227Lewi,Lane$600

!

~:7r::: ~:

549-3971

I ar 4.57-8 IN.
Clean & Quiet
I 5·2-18 ............... 31238&145
No Pets
Shown ~ Appointment
RENIING for

To.....o •••• i

487-.184

...... I _ ...._ .

4.57·1421. CIaU 10 _ _ .
4 - _ .............. 3165.,-44

Show Api. 1 10 Spm M·F
Sat. 10·12 noon

~. $28O.GOper month.
. . . . . . . . . L .......

uti'.

4CIJOoffer5,......
4-21................. :J9IIOIIo,a
1HIt& HOUSES. FUltHftHED. Four

IMIQUADS
1207 S. W.II
457-4123

furnished or unfum. 601 E.
1'artc."75.GOpermo.

all

4-.................. --.142

I ::01~:'=--

$150.GO

Il10.

:::::.-.529-.15'3.3,...,... "..."

OIorooaIGriU.

tiIficienci.t &31drm. AptI.

cIency on Warren hod.

~'39

fOIIIt 11.0015 TO ......,..... 3 bdrm.

_ONLy.

a..- __..&.oree.tfl.

__

4-2' ................

Close to compuI.

APAMMINT5
IIU APPIOVID

SUMMER RATES
Carbondale

utl/.. across from Solulrl ' - " " ' - '
on
51 South. Awall. Mar 15
;:~I-;::Ioca
I. AugusI

SUMMIR 011 .ALL
Extra Nice
Hou... & Apts
Close to Campus

HOUSING

Now AvaUable
CUIe .......... TV

• , "2 ____ AncfIarad

e Nrc.Ir,.""IaIted" c:.pe'-<J
. , . SovIntI' Und8rpIMed

549-4101

eNew~FocI/II'"

(2·10) Of' leave meuage

...

·NotIll'O/Gos

• Nrc.o..rer' a-

.........,

eNewc-pus
e Sorry No ,..,. A«epted

-~

1.1%"""_", _ _ _

...... 2 .... _ 2 _ ........
2.1AlJUIII_Ino:IvdNJIIOCImo.
......... _ ... _ _ _

-/Dnoot.
-/Dnoot._........
4 ...... 1 . . . . S~

All UtlllIiM .....

'1.aomo.
•. "sw._.s .... ~)

- -.

-Iy-.~

15250 . ..
1.IIGI._'.5 .....
1 pwIOn . . . . . . . more
.All
I35 ...

Uti'_ ......

Fu_._/DIyw
R,...-.._
.... _ ....

•. S ......

• 1. . . . M.

529.3513

ItOW REltTING FOR
FflLL & SUMMER -'1
Bo. . . . . .dApartmeat.

Lu.e . .d 8mall
C10HtOCamp••
Call 128-1082
Office at 703 8. m. AYe.

*

OIILE
OMES

INDOOR POOL
Carbondale Mobile Homes
Hwy51 North
Rate. Starting
at
$1~5PerMo.

PH: 5 ••·3000

_.1y

Fr.7t1
. .Bus
. . to SIU

GOVEIINMfNT JOIS. $16.040·
$59.230 yt. N_ hlrl",. Y_ Ana.
8OS-6I7'- Ex'. 1·9501 lor currenf
"..,.,IU.'.

FUIIHISHfO
PIIIVATE
lOOMS
Summw ond FaH. dote 10 ...........
011 uti/. Incl. Prl",,'. mr. In your
room. CobI. TV. washer ond dryw.
K1_ondboth ........ 457·5OIO.
5-11-88 ............•. 22211d153

~-88 ifNi,NG' ';0," s;..~~28C~
Summw_,....~·

...

_ _ _• c/ocINMn (mu.' ... "2,

::!'~~~r.:rv! a.m. ·6
5·11-88 ............... 21611C153
BE ON TV' Many nwded lor corn·
merclall. Costing Info. (I) 105-687·
6000 .n. TV·9501.
5-4-88 ................ 1545CI48
EAIN THOUSANDS STUFfiNG

=~=·1..::""..,;.~·~0.s:::Ol~
OS "glock. TN 37023.

4-20-88 . . • . . . . . . . .. .. 3254C138

,
SECRETARIES'DAY
Aprl127

I

~~ ............ UfOIflS4

MIIlnnl", Aug. 16. $400. 539·2533.
4-25-88 ............. 2351/1fl41
213 GRAY DR. lARGE. 2 bdrm
~
palnf. q..r.,. S.W.

. .,-c. n_

•...............

:

~

I

NANNIES
WANTED
Seek"nv
~
loving

=;. r-=::rd
Ch,'d <0"
,.t.rerKel.

.....;""'"

LN.

in

&

~v.ty

Un"",""'.

I

I
I

I~~
:

IL

I
I
I
I
I
I

P.O.

lox

--.......III1no1a.6CN.IO.

1513.

4-2D-II ............... J3S7NI38

You say you've
tried everything
and nothing
seems to work!

Phone
I
_________________________________
_
Add.....
Receipt Number

I

,.~":.:

(Moximum 25 words)

Messages will appear April 27

l,-orcommllmenfteqvlr.d

........:

Call: 314-52.....12
..........
..21 ............ .....

............. Mo.61M2

~

800 Freeman

: Now Accepting Fall Applications

:
:
:
:

60

NAnIIIf I'HOTO fD " " " " " -

who

enfDy caring hu childr.", 'eM'
Eos' Coosl & ROI'M:ia POlif.onl

... ..................•

~21.':;S340""'·.529·3989·_1139

•

I From

I

dl5fDnc.1

~ ~~S:.!.O..:.~=

$4

I Secretories'name
I '
I Yourmessoge
I
I
I

C'."

:J:. .

1[::..........FREE

""'que _w poater Idea to
='::.':!,~-'t
~"::
_
_ ""*- ..10:
'-

~----------------------~---------~

213 EMEIlALD LN. LARGE. 2 bdrm.

carpet. w-d hookup. CI-'C. new poInt,
"",-,. S.W.
SJ40 mo. 529·
3989.
4-21·88 .........•.... 311678fl39
CAII8C>HDALf 2 BEDROOM AP·
PLIANCfS. air. c'-on dr_. 2 mlIM
....,th51. No,.", $300549-0320.
4-22·88 .......... . .. 3376111140
COALE 3 IDRM. PETS ok. UIII.
• "CIOpf .'-c. SJ~ Summ... 1450 Fall.
211 W Walnut 451·50/31 or457·5943.
4-39-88 ... . . .. . ..... 343581145
I BDRM FUf"H .. NICE ond c'-on. no
pttts. one yr. :.au. startIng 'n May.
Deposit and rul., woJJdng
to SIU. S2'9-.5878 or 529-.s331.
...25-111 ....... - ...... 34428"'"
2 AND 3 BDRM. COUNTIIY QUi lid.
Aug J S360. 529-5182 ewm'np gnd

A.... S'.
+_
............... 33541(145

_

Fill out and mail to the Daily Egyptian Classified
by Friday, April 22. Make checks payable to the
Daily Egyptian. For more details call: 536-3311

IU

~:~
-=I~~:;:'
.... /al I...... ~.7145 0< 549-3124.

Room rates Include:
-In Room cable TV service
- AU utilities
- Food service

: Burry, Burry, Burry!
800 Freeman 541).8521
•
•.....................................•
:
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An extra special
note to thank her
for all the ext,.o
special things she
does everyday.

Send your
me~geina

Smile Ad.
Dt-.adline at Zpm.
two days prior
to publication.
For more information
contact Rick at
the Daily Egyptian
Rm. lZ59 Comm.
Building or call
536-3311 ext. 217 .

Shepherd considers·withdrawing
name from No. 2 spot at Justice
WASHINGTON (UPI) John Shepherd. hurriedly
selected by Attorney General
Edwin Meese two weeks ago to
be the No. 2 official at the
Justice Department, intends to
withdraw from consideration,
sources said Tuesday.
Department officials said,
however, that Shepherd was
asked to refrain from announcing his decision until
Meese can
name a
replacement, which likely will
not occur for several weeks
because the White House
wants FBI background checks
conducted fU'St.
Shepherd did not return
repeated telephone calls
Tuesday. Meese, leaving a
White House ceremony, was
asked if Shepherd had withdrawn and he said, "Not yet. I
expect we'll be hearing
(Tuesday) or tomorrow."
Earlier, White House
spokesman Marlin Fitzwater
said, "We have not had any
direct correspondence or indication from" Shepherd.
Fitzwater said the Justice
Department had not informed
the White House that Shepherd
had withdrawn.
On April 5, Meese nominated

BLACK REHABILITATION STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
IS SPONSORING A WORKSHOP ON

MlNORlTY~ IN HUMAN SERVICES

In addition, Denise Sinner, who once worked
for Shepherd's law firm and was convicted
earlier this year for emben.ling $147,000 from
the firm, claimed at trial that she had an affair
with Shepherd and he aI/owed her to write the
checks to herself.
ShepIHft, a St. Louis attorney
and former president of the
American Bar Association, to
be deputy attorney general.
That day, Meese also named
Assistant Treasury Secretary
Francis Keating to be
associate attorney general, the
Justice Department's No. 3
job.
The two men were hastil~
nominated - before the FBI
conducted background checks
- a week after the March 29
surprise resignations of
Deputy Attorney General
Arnold Burns and William
Weld, the assistant attorney
general in charge of the
department's criminal
division.
Burns and Weld quit because
Meese's lingering legal

April 21 - Mackinaw Room
April 22 - Activity Rooms A & B

B-,-i4....te-

s~:;~~ t\ftttftl.ft

529.2813

Gft~D€f'S

troubles were hampering the
day-to-day business of the
Justice Department.
After the resignations,
Meese quickly searched for
replacements, first approaching retired federal
. appeals Judge Arlin Adams,
who demurred. The attorney
general then asked Shepherd
to take Burns's job.
In addition, Denise Sinner,
who once worked for
Shepherd's law firm and was
convicted earlier this year of
embeuling $147,000 from the
firm, claimed at trial that she
had an affair with Shepherd
and he allowed her to write
checks to herself.
Shepherd took the stand at
the trial and denied baving an
affair with Sinner.

The Best Hunan Szechwan &. Mandarin
Cuisines in the Carbondale Area.

Hours:Sun-Sat
$3.95 Laneh B"llet
Lunch,} 1 :OOam-3:00pm
7 days a week
Dinner 3:00pm-1O:00pm
11am-2pm
Friday & Saturday
Lunch. Buffet. Dinner
untilll:OUpm
CocktailseCarryouts

Kftttl\U\ Ffl~T fOOD
Bours:
Sua-Tburs
llAM-llPM
Fri-Sat
l1AM-2AM

Food coupons are available

802 S. Ulinois Ave.
529-3388

Phone sex ban OK'd, ~~--~~~~~--~
INTERNATIONAL
-~~
iii
.
House bill pending
HONORS
--~~

•---- -

.~

~

WASHINGTON (UPl) The House passed legislation
Tuesday outlawing sexually
explicit telephone services, but
arranged to vote on a school
spending bill that includes a
softer version limiting the socalled dial-a-porn to adults.
Conservative supporters of
the total ban, who had wanted
the prohibition attached to a
$7.5 billion education bill to
improve its chances for ("mal
approval, assailed the first
vote as meaningless.
The 379-22 vote sent the
stand-alone version legislation
to the Senate and opened the
way for the House to consider
the education bill, which includes a provision limiting
dial-a-porn to adults who
specifically subscribe to a
service.
Conservatives accused
House leaders of duplicitous
legislative maneuvering that
gave members a chance to
vote for the ban while con-

Congress
ready to vote
on trade bill
WASHINGTON (UPI) House and Senate negotiators
agreed to drop a ~os~
requirement for foreIgn Investors Tuesday, clearing the
way for fmal congressio~
action on the trade reform bill.
The amendment would have
required foreign companies to
register with the government
if they own more than 5 percent of an American company
or major real estate holdings.
The Reagan administration
warned the amendment,
proposed by Rep. John Bryant,
D-Texas, would deter inv'!Stors, creating dire consequences for a domestic
economy dependent on foreign
capital.
The trade bill, designed to
open international markets to
American goods and stop trade
abuses, is expected to go to a
final vote in the House
Thursday. and if approved,
would go to the Senate.

-~-

demning the idea to certain
death in the Senate by stripping it out of the popular
education bill.
"This should be identified a!!
Exhibit A in a course of
duplicity," said Rep. William
Dannemeyer, R-Calif., who
predicted the Senate will never
consider the separate
legislation to ban dial-a-pom.
The House was scheduled to
vote on the education billlal.eiTuesday.
Dannemeyer and other
proponents of outlawing dial-aporn claim that thousands of
children
ha ve
been
emotionally damaged by
listening to the tape recor-

BANQUET
April 22. 1."l'rhlay}

. .mad. Inn, C41rHnd.le
7:00PM: Cocktail•• Oasis lounge (Cash Sor)
8:00PM: Dinner. Sonquet loom

lounge open aft.r dinner for cocktails and dance.

ea.t: ••.00 ..... . . - (Tickets Available at Student Center Ticket Office)

dings.

~

They bad succeeded earlier
in getting the Senate to put an
outright ban in its version of
the education bill by a 9IH)
vote. The House subsequently
sup~rted the ban in a nonbinding 284-17 vote.

,

Dress: Formal or Semi Formal
Menu: Chick." Cordon Bleu.(Hmal). salad with thousand
dressing, baked potato, vegetable medley, dinner rolls.
chocolat. mousse. coff... tea. (sit-clown dinner)
Sponsored by: Intemational Student Council
Office of Vice President of Student Affairs
International Programs &Services
For mont information: call Fabian at 536-5531 or Aamir at 0453-577..

RADIO-TV WEEK SEMI"flRS
WEDNESDA Y, APRIL 20

THURSDAY. APRIL 21

9:00-10:30 Dolt A........ Media Superv............--tt
• Co•• "MediGl'lanning:' LaW$Ofl201 (David Atkin)
A..... Wlley.IIeport_. N ....
"Public Broadcasting News Reporting," Room
lew. (K... Keller)
10:30-12:00 Mlk.
St.ck.
Account
Ex.cutlv ••

.!;.::I=...·a~·'Se<vice:·
nett~.

"Madia Time.Buying. ,. Room lew. (Punch Show)
Dwl8ht 1I11s. VI_ ............ t. Minority .....
SpecIal ~ NA" _ .. An ...... WII.y.
............ N ...

"Minor.ty Employment Opportunities.·' Lawson
12' (K.S. Sitorom and David Atkin)
MIk.S......
··Niel.... Research, ,. Room 1016 (Bill Johnson)
...... t lilla. Minority Aflalrs, NAa
··Minctitr Br?CIcVast;ng"· La....".. 171 {Punch
Shaw;
. .Iph -.cia... wllliectur.:
··Televi.ion

Station

2,"Telecommun.cations

7:00

Budgeting,

Part

Manogement.

Conlerence Room (Joe Foote and Ken Garrv
_Iaht EIII., Minority AHai,..NAa, aleA
' ...... lnC-u..l ..tlonAIII.n..)
Meeting. Room

~=~r. (he1_InNOA.nd Ne_ Dlr_.WSAZ-TV. onol Dav.
Illsworth...... DI...... WON.
·"Television News:'TeleYisiGn News, Room 1017 (K... Kellerl
Dotvlel Y_rwood. INrect« of
WMAQ-TY,NK, ...........t Elect.
..A...... JI. . . . . . .1. DIrect« of'.....lcel OperatlonlNK.
-Employment Opportunities-Engineering and Business:' Room 1016 (Bill

FI_.

Room 1016 (Bill

Johnson)
Den AIMrt. Auount IK. . .tl_..... hr-

a:OO.a:50

9:00.10:30 Mlk. Murphy. General Me........ WLAK-fM.
·'Pasitioning the Radio.Statian:· RT Sales & Sales Management, Room 10.6

lew. (J.... n "olmes)

RT

10:30.12:00

~~ay!.r.o.....

W."".

JIM Po_II.
VrI_.
"The Illinois Broadcasters Association/NAB. "Room 1017 (Ken Keller)
Petero.-.CEO ......................tI....
"Establishment at Burnham Broadca.ting Compony-Television Yesterday,
Today. and Tomarrow;' Room 1016 (leo Gher and Randy Welder)
.... ar-. (hel...... InNDA ..... Dave Ellsworth...... Olrector.
WON. "The Faimesa Doctrine." Room 10.6 (Bill Johnson and Dione Suyko)

l:30-a:OO ............1. Dl..mwof'. . . . . . O'--~.NK,
··Netwark Operations," Roam 1016 (Bill Johnson and Diane Suvkol
.. eoe.......... of A......... MIIau_1 ..... Policy ........
"Broadcasting Re.earc:h," Lawson 121 (Coralyn Lin)
IN....or of "'I... "'Ir TY Group. XWWL·TV
''Soles (SalesManagement:· Room 1017
RT news performance and the use of sound in radio news
NEWS PEOPLE et a!. Room 1065 (Studiol (Ken Gony)
3:00-4:00 ~: "CoroorateManaliement:· ...... ~......IeIY---" .....
....... -.cIaer Room 1017. (Leo GherJ
Jim Po"" ••on~. Mlk. Murphy ...... WCohen.
··Resumes ... Job Opportunities ... Resume Topes .. :' Individual conferenc••.
Room 1021 and RT Conference Room
..........nnar. De_E'lsworth.nd W.yn. V r l _....t
"Cor.... oncI aroacIcat EdumtIan: The Incluatrv Speaks" Lawson 171 (Bill
Johnson)

N....Joh_.
....

.1.
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READY TO EAT JUMBO 12-SlZE

Fresh
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EACH ...

"h-CAL CTN.

"'V1Jr~

Club

Ice Cream

6-Pak Triangle

Clnnamon-RaISi~.
~.
Donuts
oaf
.. ':.._~
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High Court approves roads on sacred land
Indians: Building on religious ground
is violation of 1st Amendment rights
destroy the Indians' ability to
WASHINGTON (UPI) Tbe Supreme Court ruled practice their religion, the
today that road building and "Constitution sim,ly does not
logging operations in a ~de a principle that could
national forest that bas Justify upholding (the InreliJious significance for three dians') legal claims."
"However much we migbt
Indian tribes does not violate
the Indians' First Amendment wish that it were otherwise,
government simply could not
rights.
The court, in a 5 to 3 ruling operate if it were required to
bf. Justice Sandra Day satisfy every cttizen's
o Connor, reversed a decision religious needs and desires,"
by the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of she said. "A broad range of
Appeals that balted the project government activities - from
because it infringed on the social weHare programs to
First Amendment guarantee foreign aid to conservation
projects - will always be
of religious freedom.
O'Connor said that even considered essential to the
spiritual
well-being of some
assuming the road project will

citizens, often on the basis of
Sincerely held religious
beliefs."
O'Connor was joined by
Cbief Justice William
Relmquist and Justices Byron
White, John Paul Stevens and
Antonio Scalia. Justice Anthony Kennedy, who recently
joined the court, did. not take
part in the ruling.
However, in a shar~ly
worded dissent, Justice
William Brennan, joined by
Justices Thurgood Marshall
and Harry Blackmun,
criticized the ma 'ority for
holding that a "f:ieral Ianduse decision that promises to
destroy an entire religion does
not burden the practice of that
faith in a manner recognized
by the Free Exercise Clause."
"Having thus stripped

respondents and all other
Native Americans of any
constitutional protection
against perhaps the most
serious threat to their age-old
religious practices, and indeed
to their entire way of life, the
court assures us that nothing
in its decision 'should be reaa
to encourage governmental
insensitivity to the religious
needs of any citizen. '"
The case involved a portion
of the Six Rivers National
Forest, which consists of about
956,000 acres in northwestern
California.

sisting of 76,000 aeres located
in the Siskiyou Mountains. An
area known as the "bigh
country," which contains Blue
Creek, is considered sacred by
the Yurok, Karok and Tolowa
Indians.

The U.S. Forest Service
sought to complete construction of a paved road and
permit logging operations in
the Blue Creek Unit of the Six
Rivers National Forest con-

Seeking bigb court review,
the government said the
"court of appeals' unprecedented dedsion conflicts
with the decisions of se\'-eral
other courts of appeals.

Indians, the state of
California and environmental
groups b~t suit to stop the

~ruec~!f In':f~r=
project would infringe on the
free exercise of their religion,
and the appeals court upheld
the ruling m July 1986.

Supremacists ask stockholders
to retain minority hiring practice
DENVER (UP!) - AntiDefamation League officials
Tuesday asked shareholders of
American Telephone and
Telegrarh Co. to vote down a
proposa that seeks to end the
company's minority hiring
practices.
A resolution calling for the
phasing out of affirmative
action programs at AT&T will
be presented at the company's
annual meeting Wednesday in
Denver.
Tbe resolution was introduced by the National
Alliance, a n~Nazi group that
~h~::S.Shares of AT&T
"To our knowledge, this is
the first effort by this country's
organized
hate
movement to inilltrate cor-

ind~~a1:~': m;.de:

s!:ci

sophisticated effort to spread

racist and anti-Semitic
messages," said Saul
Rosenthal, regional director of
the Anti-Defamation League of
B'NaiB'rith.

author of "The Turner
Diaries," a fictional account of
an all-out race war ending with
domination by a world-wide,
Hitler-inspired regime.

Rosenthal said it is unlikely
the resolution, which bas been
rejected by AT&T's board of
directors, will be approved by
stockholders. But be said the
effort could spawn similar
campaigns in boardrooms
across the country.

Tbat book served as a
blueprint for The Order, a
supremacist group which was
responsible for the killing of
radio talk sbow host Alan Berg
in 1984, Rosenthal said.

"Wbile we believe the
resolution will be defeated at
the AT&T meeting, they will
have succeeded in getting
attention for their ca~,"
Rosenthal said. "We are
concerned about a foothold for
this particular strategy being
establisbed in other lesspublicized companies across
tho; country."
The leader of the National
Allianee is William Pierce,

In its statement to
sharebolders, the National
Alliance claimed that "only 1.1
percent" of blacks possess an
IQ of 114 or above - a
"desirable" figure for AT&T
employees.
"We believe that to igr.ore
this in employment practices sacrifices
the essential long-term
benefits of personnel quality,
for the short-term approval of
pressure groups, .. the proposal
said.
data such as

Migrants: Officials
lax on sanitary rule
WASHINGTON (UPI) Hundreds of migrant farmworkers suffer death, disease
and toxic contamination
because the government fails
to enforce its own regulations,
a former farmworker told
Congress Tuesday.
"We thought the federal
government would be our
salvation," Juanita ValdezCox, a migrant activist from
South Texas, told the Senate
Labor and Human Resources
Committee. "Instead it makes
our conditions worse because
farmers now ignore the law."
The Occupational Safety and
Health Administration's field
sanitation rule, the result of 14
years of litigation and debate,
ordered that toilets, drinking
water and band-wasbing
facilities be made accessible to
the nation's haH-million field
workers. The risk of lethal
beat stroke among farmworkers is the highest of any
industry and scores more die
each year from pesticide
exposure and infectious
disease.
But enforcement of the
standard has been lax, Cox
testified.
Cox's testimony and data
given in evidence during OSHA
oversight hearings, the most
sweeping in eight years, were
the result of a 4-month-Iong
investigation by United Press
International into f~,rmworker
abuses.
The inquiry, entitled

"Harvest of Neglect," found
compliance was low, inspections were few and the
federal rules often supplanted
stronger state regulations.
"It takes days, sometimes
weeks, to get a compliance
office in the field," Cox told
lawmakers. "By tbeII it is far
too late. Field agriculture
moves quickly. The crops are
picked m a matter of bours.

:;'~t~:t::!'. ~c:&~

takes it own time."
Sen. Howard Metzenbaum,
D-Ohio, wbo spearbeaded
efforts to get the regulations
approved last year, said be
was furious.
"We've bad doctors,
scientists, experts of all kind,
telling us of the absolute need
for sucb standard," said
Metzenbaum. "Now that we
get the standard, it turns out
OSHA itseH does not enforce
them. What kind of sham is
this'!"
A parade of OSHA insiders
testified Tuesday on industrial
hazards ranging from bloodborne disease to grain dust.
Many found their regulatory
expertence frustrating.
"To work for OSHA these
days takes a masochist," said
Jennifer Silk:, a health hazards
specialist.
"To work for OSHA is to
commit professional suicide,"
said Imogene Rodgers, an
OSHA formaldehyde expert.
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Women Can Stop Rape.
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Hijackers force Kuwaiti princess
to plead for lives of hostages
ALGIERS, Algeria (UPI)Sky pirates aboard a hijacked
Kuwait Airways jetliner
forced a young princess to
plead for her life and the lives
of 30 other hostages Tuesday
after Algeria sent a
mysterious negotiator to try to
end the marathon hijacking.
Algerian authorities dio not
identify the envoy. But
speculation led to Algerian
Foreign Minister Ahmed Taleh
Ibrahimi, who was in Libya
Sunday for talks with Col.
Moammar Gadhafi.
In Kuwait, A:-Qabas, a
leading newspaper, ~id intensive, high-level talks tetween Kuwaiti officials and
counterparts in other Arab
nations will lead to an end to
the IS-day hijacking by
Wednesday.
Sheikh Jaber al-Ahmad alSabah, the emir or. constitutional monarch of Kuwait,
has been in telephone contact

with several Arab leaders,
including Syrian President
Hafez Assad, Arab diplomatic
sources said.
The sources said Kuwait and
its allJ' Saudi Arabia are trying
to persuade Syria to allow the
plane to travel to Moslem west
Beirut where the estimated
eight

DAMASCUS, Syria
(UP!) The body of
assassinated PLO deputy
chief Khalil Al-Wazir
arrived in the Syrian
capital Tuesday and was
met by a government
delegation and his aging
parents, who wept and
embraced the slain
leader's widow and
children.
Al-Wazir's body, in a
coffin draped with the
Palestinian flag, arrived
aboard a Tunis Airways
plane at 3 p.m. after a
four-hour fJight from
Tunisia, where Palestine
Liberation Organization
chairman Vasser Arafat
paid tribute to his top
aide and childhood friend
in a solemn airport
ceremony.
Al-Wazir was widely
viewed as the coordinator behind the 4month-old Palestinian
uprisings in the Israelioccupied West Bank and
Gaza Strip. He was
assassinated Saturday
by a suspected Israeli
commando team that
burst into his. Tunis villa
firing submachine guns
and silencer-equipped
pistols.

hijackers

~ers.

w!:.u id=eda!~::tU:
three members of the Kuwaiti
royal family became the latest
hostage to ~cipate in a neer
daily ritual of pleading for an
end to the tug-of-war 6etween
the terrorists and Kuwait.
"I am Anwaar Khaled AI
Sabah. I want to send
greetings to my mother, my
rather ind everyone," the 20year-old woman radioed from
the jetliner's cockpit to the
control tower at Houari
Boumedienne Airport.
"I would like to tell them
that I and my sister and my 1~
brother are alright. But
psychologically we are very
tired," she said.
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Islamic Jihad marks
bombing anniversary

Leader's
body flown
to Syria

p~lranian

could "melt away" on their
home territory. Syrian troops
moved into the western sector
of the Lebanese capital last
year to s~ bloodshed by
warring militias.
"With God's help and will,
the plight (hijack) will come to
an end soon," a senior Kuwaiti
official said when asked about
the newspaper report.
The
Arabic-speaking
hijackers commandeered the
Kuwait Airways jumbo jet
April 5 and demanded the
release of 17 convicted
terrorists jailed for the 1983
bombing of U.S., French and

other targets in Kuwait.
Kuwait has refused to release
the prisoners, even though the
hijackers hold three members
of the royal family aboard the
plane and have killed two

BEIRUT, Lebanon (UPI) The p~lranian Islamic Jihad
group
threatened
to
"destabilize
America's
security" Tuesday as it
marked the fifth anniversary
of the U.S. Embassy bombing
in Beirut that killed 63 people,
including 17 Americans.
In a typewritten statement
in Arabic, the Islamic Jihad or Islamic Holy War - also
pledged to support "with all
em might" the Palestinian
uprising in the Israelioccupied West Bank and Gam
Strip.
"On April 18, 1983, at exactly
1:05 p.m., a son of our Islamic
nation drove his explosiveladen truck seeking revenge
from the great satan <U.S.),
hitting the center of American
espionage at the American
Embassy," the statement
said.
The lone suicide driver
crashed the pickup truck into
the front of the U.S. Embassy
in west Beirut, setting off a
massive explosion that partially destroyed the sevenstory building and killed 63
people.
including
17
Americans. More than 100
were injured in the blast.
The Islamic Jihad, which is
loyal to Iranian spiritual
leader Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini, claimed responsibility for the attack, but
authorities never confirmed
the 4!laim. Later in 1983, an

Islamic Jihad member
detonated a bomb that tilled
240 u.s. Marines in Beirut.
The U.S. Embassy building
has not been repaired since the
1983 bombing and the embassy
has been moved to Christian
east Beirut.
Though u.s .. officials never
confirmed it, the explosion
reportedly wiped out most of
the CIA's Middle East station
and killed Robert Ames, the
agency's top Middle East
expert from CIA headquarters
in LanJley. Va.
d:;r.:: toun~~o::d ~r~
heads 01 the American intelligence in the Middle East
who Dlot to control our c0untries,''' said the Islamic Jihad
statement, which was accompanied !t:sscolor photo of
the U.S. E
y befOl'e the
explosion.
The Islamic Jihad gave its
backing to the Palestinian
uprising in the Israelioccupied territories, saying
"to the sons of Palestine, we
will support your Islamic
uprising with all our might ...
dl!\>pite all efforts to contain it
"OUr people and em nation
must know that Israel and
America will never offer us
anything ... only through Jihad
(holy war) we will distabifu..e
their security. There will be no
peace for them as long as
Islam lives in us," the _ _r-~
statement said.

Mostly
Radials
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Fighting erupts in Afghan capital
ISLAMABAD,
Pakistan Soviet Union to a nine-month
withdrawal of its 115,000 oc(UPI) - Heavy fighting has
erupted on the outskirts of cupation troops beginning May
Afghan capital, and Indian 15.
The bulk of the battles apofficials closed their consulate
in the eastern city of Jalalabad peared to be berween the
M:oslem
Afghan guerrillas
because of the impending
withdrawal of Soviet troops, fighting to topple the Kabul
Western diplomats said regime and Afghan government troops, although
Tuesday.
Casualties in th~ fighting diplomats said some Soviet
were undetermined, but one patrols may also have taken
diplomat quoted a Kabul part.
military source as saying the
army had sufferred "many"
"An intense firefight indead and wounded. A large volving heavy machine guns,
number of ambulances were artillery and rockets was
seen outside the Soviet observed from Kabul over
military hospital on Friday, much of the Paghman Valley
and into the hills to the west,"
the diplomat said.
The diplomats, who asked one diplomat said.
that they not be identified. said
the heaviest fighting erupted
As fighting raged to the
within hours of the signing north and west, artillery
Thursda y in Geneva of an flashed and rockets exploded
agreement committing the south of the capital.
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of programming for the SIU Community.
Get the experience employers look for.
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~
.

A 2.00 pt. CPA is required.

Deadline has been extended to
Mondav, Apri125, 4:30pm

For further information, call or stop by the SPC office,
3rd floor Student Center, 536-3393. Office Hours are Mon-Fri. 8am-4:30pm
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Support increases for U.S. attacks in Gulf
LONDON <UPI) - Support
for the American strikes in the
r'ersian Gulf increased
Tuesday among U.S. allies,
and even Moscow slammed
Iran for provocative attacks
against neutral shipping.
Britain summoned Iran's
charge d'affaires for {l
dressing down, and six otbel'
West European nations

&::=~~":~~T~~du':uU::

Arab Emirates, while
remaining silent about the U.S.
altacks, criticized Iran for its
retaliation against a UAE

"For a great power to be
busy with acts of revenge looks
rather strant;e," Pravda said.
Other nations were less
equivocal. Defense and foreign
milliliters of Britain and six
other members of the Western
European Union meeting in
The Hague said they supported
the defensive measures in the
busy gulf shipping lanes.
"Mining and other hostile
activities against shipping in
international waters .. , can
call for measures for self.
defense," said the W"EU, which
includes Belgium, The

offshore oil field.
The Soviet response was
double-edged. The Communist
Party newspaper Pra"da
condemned the "pirate actions" of Iranians who attack
shipping but at the same time
said Washington's response
"looks rather primitive."
The United States destroyed
two Iranian oil platforms in the
gulf in reprisal for a mine
explosion that damaged an
American frigate. In subsequent fighting, U.S. forces
also crippled or sank as many
as six Iranian vessels.

Netherlands, France, Italy,
West Germany and Luxembourg.
Dutch Defense Minister Win
Van Eekelen said this week's
clashes could result in a return
of Dutch and Belgian mine
hunters to the gulf north of
Bahrain, where four mines
have been found since Sunday.
British officials were furious
over what the Foreign Office
said was an "unprovoked and
unjustified" attack by iranian
gunboats on a British-flagged

Reagan: Gulf 'quieting down'
WASHINGTON (UP!) President Reagan said the
Persian Gulf was "quieting
down" Tuesday but Americans
in the Middle East and Europe
were urged to be cautious and
the administration again
warned Iran that terrorism
will be punished.

war against Iran."
But U.S. officials emphasized the American naval
and air strikes were direct
retaliation for renewed mine
laying in the gulf, which
damaged a U.S. warship last
week just after it finished
escorting oil tankers through
the troubled waters.

Increased vigilance against
potential attack!. was spurred
by Iran's warnings that the
U.S. attacks on Iranian oil
platforms and vessels in the
gulf M'lnday '!lean the United
States "baS openly entered the

Two American crewmen of a
Cobra helicopter were missing
in the guH, the only apparent
U.S. casualties in the daylong
series of engagements that left
two Iranian oil platforms

For information on pre-nursing
requirements:
Office of Admissions
College of Nursing
211 Greenleaf Street
Peoria,IL 61603

Phone: (309) 655-2596
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"Silkworm coming," cried
the watch on the bridge of the
U.S. frigate Jack Williams.
The cry was shouted each of

In Washir.gton, Pentagon
Spokesrrua.rl Dan Howard said
there was no evidence that the
missiles were Chinese-made
Silkworllbl, the 5O-mile range
weapons that Iran has shot at
ships in Kuwaiti waters and
has wielded as threats against
U.S. warships in the gulf since
the U.S. Navy buildup there
nine months ago.
Another Pentagon official
cited the possibility that at
least some of the missiles
could have been Silkworms in
what would have been the first
time Iran used them against
U.S. warships.
The missile strike against
the Williams came less than 24
hours after U.S. ships and jets
hit six Iranian ships, the
Pentagon said.

Full and Part-tin.e Study Available
each Fall and Spring Semester

Iran's military reaction
Monday was somewhat surprising m. its ferocity, U.S.
officiais said, but the level of
its rhetoric ran true to form charges the United States has
openly taken the side of Iraq in
the long gulf war and strident
warnings that Iran "will
provide a response which will
sever the roots of the existence
of America in the region."

MANAMA, Bahrain (UPI)The U.s. Navy pressed a
search in the Persian Gulf
Tuesday for two men from a
seaborne American helicopter
missing since naval clashes
between U.S. and Iranian
forces that Iran &aid killed 15
of its sailors.

The Williams shuddered as
its skipper violently
maneuvered the sleek gray
ship to dodge the missiles and
launched decoy metal chaff
into the air to fool the weapon's
radar guidance system as the
projectiles - visible to the
naked eye - streaked out of
the azure sky.
All of the missiles missed
The Williams was cruising
southwest of the Iranian island
of Abu Musa, shipping sources
said. Pentagon sources have
said Iran has installed Silkworm missile liB tteries on Abu
Musa.

An upper diVision baccalaureate
nursing program (BSN)

Just Try

for missing
helicopter

Basti was told by Foreign
Office Undersecretary Alan
Munro that the attack was a
"clear vialation of the principle of freedom of navigation
and additionally a serious
violation of international law. "

SAINT FRANCIS MEDICAL CENTER
COLLEGE OF NURSING
PEORIA, ILLINOIS

standing as gnarled hu~ and
damaged or sank a half-dozen
ships of the Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini's navy.

Navy hunting

tanker in the guH Monday, and
called in Iranian Charge
Akhunzadeh Basti to demand
Tehran cease laying mines.
The fully laden 112,700-ton
York Marine was set ablaze
when Iranian gunboats o~ned
fire on a United Arab Emirates
offshore oil installation.
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Strickland should skip NBA
instead of skipping school
By Randy Minkoff
United Press International

CHICAGO - Rod Strickland
of DePaul says he has played
his last game for the Blue
Demons and will test his skills
in the high-pressure world of
professional basketball.
It's a mistake.
StriclUand, a first team AllAmerica guard in a poll of pro
scouts and a third teo.am UPI
All-American, is a wonderfully
talented playrr.aking g.l8rd
who decided to bypass his
senior
year
because
academics were too difficult
and the NBA's money was too
attractive.
No less an authority than
NBA superscout Marty Blake,
considered the top specialist
on incoming talent, believes
Strickland has chosen the
wrong path.
"I'm not talking about bir.)
individually because 1 don't
comment on undergraduates,
period," Blake said. "What I

Viewpoint
do see is that L'lose who are
turning hardship early more

~~ :d~r~=:~makinfit.

Blake believes those hard8hip cases are often blinded by
the glare of the big bucks
available in the NBA. Outside
of the obvious need to stay in
school and earn a degree,
getting the fourth year of
experience in college
basketball is wiser according
to Blake.
'" see guys get drafted
early, then they wind up either
not making it or getting traded
to other teams, " be said.
"Then the next thing you
know, these guys are out of the
league."
Strickland won't be the first
DePaul player to ignore
Blake's warnings and turn

professional. Mark Aguirre
and Terry Cummings did it in
successive years in the early
19805 and both were first-round
draft selectioos. They also
turned out to be outstanding
pros.
Strickland isn't as good a
scorer as Aguirre or Cummings. He is a solid
playmaking guard with an
average shot, good defensive
ability and an uncanny knack
for stealing passes. He also is
flashy, thanks to his tutoring
on the playgrounds in the
Bronx,N.Y.
. He also played on a winning
program with plenty of
national exposure for three
years.
But be isn't an "impact"
player and would benefit from
an extra year of college experience. Playing one more
year in college would allow
bun to bone his skills and
improve on his weaknesses,
pal·ticuIarly in the area of
attitude.

Two equestrians make nationals
By Stephanie Wood
StatfWriter

SIU-C Equestrian Club members Kim Green
and Missy Bernetzke qualified for the national
Intercollegiate Horse Show at the Region 6
competition held April 9-10 at Middle Tennessee
State University.
Schools from Illinois, Kentucky, Missouri and
Tennessee competed in the sbow. The national
competition will be held May IHI in Laurinburg,
N.C.
Myke Ramsey, faculty adviser said Green
was a sure winner. "She had it made from the
minute she walked in the arena. She was the
best rider out there."
Green said, "I was just happy to make
regionals. "
Bernetzke finished second in the advanced
stock seat to qualify.
Four other riders competed in regionals and

two placed ;.0 the top eight.
Tracy McNames placed eighth in the English
DWlt s.::at and fifth in the advanced stock seat.
Assistant coach Gina Shiplett placed third in
the open stock seat. Shiplett is a full-time
student, which allows her to compete.
Tracy Bain and Jody Kerkhoff competed but
did not place.
Team member Jennine Vines did not qualify
for the regionals but won a $500 scholarsbip by
the Intercollegiate Horse Show Association for
her academic achievement.
Equestrian Club members take private
lessons at the Le Chaval de Boskydell, with
members paying for Jessons and all finances
involved with the competitions.
"We pay all the transportation cost and entry
fees. It gets kind of expensive but It's usually
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The Expos added a run in the
cmCAGO (UPl) - Dennis
Martinez pitched a six-bitter third inning when Casey
and singled home a run during Candaele stroked a leadoff
a seven-run eighth inning double, moved to third on
Tuesday, pacing the Montreal Martinez's fly ball and scored
Expos to a 9-1 triumph over the on Tim Raines' single to left.
Chicago Cubs for their fourth
The Cubs put together three
1ltraight victory.
singles in the sixth
Martinez, 2-2, struck out five consecutive
to score a run. Dave
and walked none in notching inning
Martinez
beat
out a one-out
Montreal's first complete bunt, stole second
and moved
game of the season.
to
third
on
Ryne
Sandberg's
Loser Jamie Moyer, I-I, single. Andre Dawson bit an
allowed five hits and two runs infield single to deep short,
over six innings as the CUbs driving in Dave Martinez.
dropped their third straight
The Expos scored seven runs
game.
Tim Wallach, entering the in the eighth inning off reliever
game with a .159 average, Les Lancaster. Raines walked
clubbed his second homer of and moved to second on a
the season to start the second throwing error by Sandberg
inning and give Montreal a H) after getting caught between
the bases on a steal attempt.
lead.

DJ: I'll stay on air until Orioles win
BALTIMORE <UPI) within one loss 01 tying the
Frustrated by the dismal major-league record for
season-opening start of the consecutive losses at the start
Baltimore Orioles, a rock of a season. The 1904
station disc jockey said Washington Senators and the
Tuesday he will stay on the air 1920 Detroit Tigers both
until the team wins a game.
opened their years with 13
"I'm prepared to go as long straight defeats.
as I possibly can, probably
Rivers, wbo said he would
until 1 die," Bob Rivers, a disc
jockey on WIYY-FM, said only be able to sleep at onehour
intervals during the stint,
Tuesday afternoon. "I think
it's going to be rough. I'm tired began his on-air marathon
Tuesday
at 4:30 a.m ..
already."
"I think it's important to
The Orioles entered Tuesday
night's game against the show the team that there are
Milwaukee having dropped 12 fans in this city, not just fairstraight games and were weather fans," Rivers said.
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Martine! lifts Montreal
past Cubs for fourth win

Chicago Style ...
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HALL, from
certainty bother his 'lflensive
performance.
"That's the great thing
about Joe Hall," Jones said.
"He does have a great attitude. He has never let it, for
one moment, affect his hitting.
When he's not hitting, he
blames it on the fact that he's
not swinging well. He doesn't
blame it on anything else."
While Hall would prefer to
play one position, he IS getting
used to the fact that the
coaches use him wherever
there is a hole to fill.
In high school, after pitching
and playing third base during
his first two years, Hall was
forced behlnd the plate when
the team's previous catcher,
Kerry Boudreaux, graduated
and went to play at SIU-C.
"i lost out on my chance to
play anywhere else," Hall
said. "I couldn't pitch because
we didn't have another catcher.lcaughteverygame."
In his freshman season at

Page28~~~~~~~~~~~~SIU-C, he immediately broke
into the lineup as a designated
hitter on the spring bip when
Charlie Hillemann got injured.
Another injury moved Hall to
third base.
"Coach Jones liked the way I
played," Hall said. "I hit and
played a decent third base. So
afler that I stayed in the lineup
and proved I could play."
When shortstop Jay Burch
was having trouble defensiveIy, Jones took advantage
of Hall's versatility and inserted him in Burch's spot.
With Hall at shortstop,· the
Salukis won seven of the last
eight conference games.
Hall discovered the
drawbacks of being a utility
player when he played for the
Decatur Blues two summers
ago.
"When it came down to the
end of the season, when it was
time to pick the all-star team,
none of the people knew what
position to put me iii," Hall
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said. "I worried if I was going
to make the all-star team.
That's where I got to wishing I
had a set position."
Hall returned to SIU-C and
was handed a catcher's mitt.
With Hall as the team's
reguIar catcher, the Salukis
threw out 28 of 74 base
stealers. After working to
improve his bunting in the fall,
Hall improved his average
from a season ago by 23 points
to.304.
Last summer, Hall went to
the Cape Cod Summer League
with the intent of improving
his defense at third base.

"When I got there we needed
outfielders so I moved to
center field," Hall laughed. He
played the unfamiliar position
well enough to be named to the
all-star game. He was named
the game's MVP after getting
two )lits and driving in the
game-winning l'l. :..
Hall credits Jones with
helping to improve his swing.
Both of them have spent many
hours in the batting cage.
"The biggest change I made
was staying up after I hit the
ball and not falling back," Hall
said. "It makes a big difference."
Jones points out that Hall
has improved because he was
willing to make the extra effort
to get better.
"Joe's the type of young man
that anything you think he
needs to work on, he's willing

to work on it and I don't mean
for just five minutes," Jones
said. "He'll work on it for as
long as you want him to work
on it. He made himself an
excellent bunter. Hero status
doesn't seem to affect Joe. He
just wants to Wlll."
Hall said he sometimes
thinks Jones wants him to step
forward and take a leadership
role.
"I'm pretty much a leader
where you go out and set
examples," Hall said. "I'm not
too much of a leader by telling
guys what to do. Sometimes I
think I'm too reiaxed when I
play. There's not a whole lot
that worries me. I don't show
too much emotion. I just try to
play the same way all the time.
All J can do is go out and play
my hardest."
Wherever that may be.

PITCHER, from Page 28
in 1987. "I'm glad I came," she
said. "This is my bome."
Shoemaker sat out last

"I loved Coach B. (Brechtelsbauer). I really
enjoyed gOing to school at Southern. I miss
firing away. She is 6-0 this
the players and the campus. I have nothing but
season with a 0.76 ERA.
She has a different role to respect for Coach B."
play at Dlinois State than she
seasonasa~butisnow

had at SIU-C. With the Salukis
she was throwing at least one
game of every cIoublebeader,
sharing pitching duties with
Lisa Peterson. But at Illinois
State, Shoemaker is the No. 3
pitcher in the rotation behind
seniors Lori Vogel and Linda
Wendt.

I

"Lori <Shoemaker) has a
definite role to play on this
team," Fischer said. "I think
she's accepting it. This is not to
say we don't expect her to
perform well this year, but we
are really ~ting her to step
in next year. '
Shoemaker said, "The more
games I pitch, the better I get.
As the season has gone on, she
(Fischer) has been letting Me
pitch more games." .
Getting back her pitching

·SALUKIS,
from Page 28snapped, Verschoore
batted just .194 (l:Hi7).

bas

"Chuck is starting to press a
little," Jones said. "We
tbowtht we'd drop him down in
the lineup and let him watch
the other guys hit.
"When you hit lower in the
lineup you're going to see more
fastballll than you are
breaking balls. So we tried to
put Chuck in a position to help
him a IiWe. If takes a little
pressure off him," he said.

Joe Hall was moved from the
third position to the leadoff
spot. Dave Wrona moved to
tfIird in the lineup.
Wrona responded by hitting
a two-nm bomer to put the
Salukis ahead. After getting
off to slow start both at the
plate and in the field this year,
the Saluki sbortstop has
steadily improved. He now is
batting .303 aDd bas not
committed an error intbe last
12 games after having 10 in the
first 25 games.
"David Wrona is an outstanding
defensive
ballplayer," Jones said. "He's
playing now with the confidence he bad a year ago.
That comes with the fact that
he's hitting better. David
Wrona's putting it together."
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-Lori Shoemaker

form hasn't been Shoemaker's cheerful person.
only concern, although she
"She's spastic sometimes,"
pitched for the Pekin Lettes Rickenbaugh said. "Sbecan be
last summer to prepare for r:n~X' She's great fun to
this season.
Shoemaker says she also has
had to adjust to a single
The key for Shoemaker has
been her ability to come back
lifestyle again.
SalUki senior left fielder in stride, whether it be on the
Becky Rickenbaugb doesn't field or in life.
"I'm always amious to get
think that will be a problem for
Shoemaker, who she says is a bad out there, " she says.
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Sports
DaOyFcJDm
Hall gets around baseball diamond
By Dave Miller

Salukis face
struggling
EIU today

Staff Writer

Joe Hall's permanent a"
dress is Paducah, Ky., but on
the baseball diamond you can
find him either at third base,
catcher, second base, or in left
field, center field or right field.
He bas played six positions
this season, but has only once
played the ~ition that could
be his best ticket to the majors.
"Joe's best position
professionally might be second
base," Coach Itchy Jones said.
"He'd be the biggest, strongest
guy around in that position.
Yet, we aren't able to use Joe
there because he helps us in so
many other positions. "
While Hall has moved all
over the field, the one place
where he can settle down and
feel comfortable is in the
batter's box. In his third
season, Hall already has
surpassed his offensive tota1s
from his first two years.
In 114 games in his first two
seasons, Hall batted .294 with a
total of five home runs and 56
RBIs. In:rr games this year, he
is batting .381 with five home
rms and 35 RBIs.
"You have to be relaxed,"
Hall said. "I'm starting to feel
that now. You can't really put
a lot of pressure on yourseH. In
the past, I've done that a lot.
Now I figure I got just as much
talent as a lot of other players.
"I'm bitting the ball well.
I'm bitting it harder. Maybe
before I glt to wbere I was a
defensive hitter, just ttying to
find the holes. Now I'm just
going up there and bitting the
ball hard," he said.
Despite coming to the
ballpark not knowing what
position he will play that day,
Hall has not let that unS. HALL, Page 27

By Dave Miller
Staff Writer

The baseball team will begin
to prepare for its weekend
first-place showdown with
Creighton when it plays a
doubleheader against Eastern
:a~= ;~e~!."m. today at Abe
After getting off to a quick 6o start, the Panthers (10-16)
limp into Carbondale having
lost 12 of their last 14 games.
Outfielder Jeff Jetel (.371) and
third baseman Stan Royer
(.356, 10 DRs, 32 RBIs) have
been the only consistent
producers for an offense that is
bitting .281. The team's weak
bitting and its 4.73 ERA have
caused the team's slide.
By contrast, the Salukis, 2413, have won six of their last
seven.
Saluki coach Itchy Jones will
use the doubleheader and
Thursday's single game
agai'lSt Missouri-St. Louis to
get his pitching staff ready for
the weekend. Pitchers Rick
Shipley (1-1, 6.87 ERA) and
Dale Meyer (2-0, 3.72 ERA)
are probable starters. -Dale
Kisten, Chris Bend, David
and Chad Metten also
pitch in the next two
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Basketball
Ex-Saluki pitcher back to Normal
inks forward
from Indiana
Iy Troy Taylor

Staff Writer

By Da.. Mlller
Staff Writer

The men's basketball team just
keeps rolliDg them in.
Tony Gooden, a 6-foot-5, 185-pound
high school forward, signed a
nationallf!t!.er of intent Tuesday to
play for the Salukis.
Gooden averaged a-team-high 18.1
points, on 46 percent field-goal
shooting, land 8.9 rebounds per game
for Snider Hiah School in Fort
Wayne, Ind., and was named to Fort
Wayne's all-summit Athletic team
conference.
"Tony Gooden is as good of a
player as you'll see in terms of
athletic ability," Salulri coach Rich
Herrin said. "He is a good
rebounder, tremendous quickness
and can shoot from the outside. To
get a player out of Indiana, it's got
to be a plus for our program. OJ
Gooden will play at small forward, Herrin said.
Assistant coach Ron Smith
has recruited Gooden since the
beginning of the summer.
Gooden's high school coach, Jim
Rousseau, said Gooden performed
best under pressure.
"His best two games were against
two of our best opponents this
season," Rousseau Solid.
Rousseau agrees with Herrin that
Gooden bas great ~luclmess,
Page 28, Daily Egyptian, April :10,1988

NORMAL - Just three years ago a
5-foot-l0 freshman out of Normal
Community High School was setting
pitching records for the SIU-C softball team.
That player was Lori Day, and she
was an overpowering rigi.tt-hander
with a bright future for the Salukis.
Day now is Lori Shoemaker, and
&be is a pitcher for Illinois State.
Ten minutes before Saturday's
game, Redbirds' coach Melinda
Fischer told the 21-y~r-old junior she
would have to pitch against her old
team.
It was an unpleasant assil nment
for Shoemaker, but she didn't blink.
She shut out the Salukis 6-0.
"Sure, I wanted to beat them,"
Shoemaker said, "because I play to
win. But I wasn't out for blood. There
are a lot of my friends over there."
Then to show that Shoemakp..r and
SIU-C coach Kay Brechtelbau« had
no hard feelings toward each other,
the pitcher accepted an invitation to
have dinner with the team after the
game.
"She's a very fine individual,"
Brechtelsbauer said. "I'll always
wish her the best."
Shoemaker played one season for
the Salukis, establishing three school
records that still stand. She had an
0.69 earned run average, 94 strike
outs and two no-bitters.
The following summer she left the
team to marry Jeff Shoemaker, her

high school sweeheart.
"It's was a tough sliuation for Lori,
and we hated losing her,"
Brechtelsbauer said. "But she really
tried to work things out.
I IAt one ilOint tlaey even considered
living haHway between Normal,
where he worked, and Carbondale.
But that wasn't feasible. She bad a
tough decision te· make."
Shoemaker chose to go back to
Normal, but left with positive feelings
toward SIU-C and Brechtelsbauer.
"I loved Coach B.," Shoemaker
said. "I really enjoyed going to school
at Scuthern. I miss the players and
the campus. I have nothing but
respect for Coach B."
However, things didn't work out for
the Shoemakers, and they were
divorced. Married life turned out to
be something she was unprepared
for, she says.
"We still remain very close
friends," Shoemaker said. "He would
have been here (Saturday) to see me
play, except he had to work. I guess I
was too immature for the responsibility, although nobody could have
told me at the time."
Shoemaker originally planned to
play for ll1inois Wesleyan in neighboring Bloomington. But she didn't
think the competition level at
Division III Wesleyan would satisfy
her.
Then at the suggestion of her exhusband, she enrolled at Illinois State
S.. PITCHER. PegG 27

Illinois State pitcher Lori Shoemaker
played for the SIU-C softball team in
1986 under her maiden name of Lori

Day.

